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Veni, Vidi, Vixi Diary by Alexis Ainsworth:  
The harvesting of notions that amuse - from people whose arrogance amuses. The dynamics of ‘thought- 
production’ determine the noumena of a word’s communication value.  The arrogance of self-approbating 
intellectual ‘opinion’ is the measure of a mind incapable of thought-product of a high-energy intelligence 
level.  (NOTE: ‘A Boudica Point of View: Take No Prisoners’, ‘Veni, Vidi, Vixi Diary’ by 
Alexis Ainsworth is copyrighted material) 
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“TREASON AND SHROUD : DREAMERS, SCHEMERS,  
AND REAMERS: OBAMA’S ‘COMPOSITE’ WORLD” 

                                                              ************** 

LETTER TO BARACK OBAMA, THE HADITH’S REAMER-SCHEMER: PART I 
  

OPEN LETTERS TO BARACK HUSSEIN MOHAMMED OBAMA, 
WARREN BUFFETT, AND – ‘OBAMA’S ENVY CLASS’  
 
1, THE ‘ENVY CLASS’, OBAMA’S DREAMERS 
2, WARREN BUFFETT, OBAMA’S ‘SCHEMER-REAMER’   
3. BARACK OBAMA, MOHAMMED’S REAMER-SCHEMER”  
  
                                                    *************** 
NARCISSISM, SADISM, AND MASOCHISM, IN A HANDFUL OF DESPOTS: 
(paraphrasing T. S. Eliot's 1922 poem The Waste Land: 
 

I will show you something different from either 
Your shadow at morning striding behind you 
Or your shadow at evening rising to meet you; 

            I will show you madmen worshipping the dust of their own image on parade,  
            Rising before them at evening and following behind them at morning,  
            Each a silhouette of fear marching arrogantly one shadow at a time, pretending sanity. 
 
 

ALORS! BARACK HUSSEIN MOHAMMED OBAMA 
SO, THIS IS YOUR CURRENT NAME, I PRESUME? WE KNOW THAT YOU ARE THE COSMIC 
BEING., THE CAUSAL DYNAMIC OF SPACE-TIME - THE ORIGIN OF MULTIPLE PERSONLITIES 
SPANNING THE TIME-HORIZONS OF ALL COSMIC CYCLES; NOW YOU’VE CHOSEN TO PROJECT 
YOURSELF ON PLANET EARTH AGAIN, JUST IN TIME TO REGRESS THE ARROW OF TIME TO 
THE 7TH, 8TH, AND 9TH CENTURIES – POINTING EVOLUTION’S CLOCK IN THE WRONG 

DIRECTION, SO THAT YOU CAN PLAY “GOTCHA!’!!! : WWIII.  



ça va  THROUGHOUT HISTORY 
YOU’VE USED SOME INTERESTING 
ALIASES AS YOU’VE GONE ABOUT 
SHOVING PEOPLE INTO HADES. IN MANY 
INSTANCES THE NAMES AND THE 
DRAMAS HAVE BEEN QUITE ENGAGING, 
WHO HASN’T LOVED WATCHING ODYSSEUS’ 
JOURNEYING BACK TO ITHACA,, FASCINATED BY HIS 
EVERY CONQUEST ALONG THE WAY, VANQUISHING 
‘YOU’ IN YOUR LESTRYGONIAN, CYCLOPS, AND ANGRY 
POSEIDON  SHAPES – AND, ABOVE ALL SEEING YOU 
DECIMATED OVER AND OVER IN YOUR MOST TOXIC 
FORM –  THE ONE YOU LOVE MOST - FEAR IN MEN’S 
HEARTS AND MINDS   BUT, NEVER FOR A MOMENT DID 
WE THINK THAT YOU WOULD COME FLYING BACK ON 

EARS OF WINGED VICTORY SO BLATANTLY FEIGNING GOD AGAIN, AS IF NO ONE CAN  SEE 
THROUGH YOUR FAÇADE.; AND TOPPING THAT OFF, GIVING YOURSELF A WHOLE STRING OF 
NAMES THAT EVINCE AWE, WORSHIP AND GREAT FEAR IN ABOUT 2.3 BILLION MUSLIMS AS YOU 
PREEN AND POSE IN THE HALO OF THE MOON AND ON GREAT STAGES OF ANTIQUITY FRAMING 
YOURSELF WITH GRECIAN COLUMNS; YOU DO, INDEED, HAVE A GALL THAT IS EVERY BIT AS 
UNDYING AS IS YOUR INFINITE POSE AS AN UNDYING GOD – EVEN SARKOZY WAS ALARMED BY 
IT, AND IT TAKES A LOT OF ‘GROSS’ TO FLAP A FRENCH MIND –  SADLY, HE IS ONLY ONE OF A 
FEW WHO SEES THROUGH YOU; YOU’RE  NOT JUST AN ORDINARY CAWING  DEMON OUT OF 
LUCIFER’S CAVE IN DANTE’S INFERNO. N’EST-CE PAS?     

NOTE: EXCERPT FROM TREASON & SHROUD PREFACE PART I:      

In his own mind:  
  “OBAMA IS A “dying god,” also known as a dying-and-rising or resurrection 

deity,  a god who dies and is resurrected or reborn, in either a literal or 
symbolic sense. Male examples include the ancient Near Eastern and Greek 
deities Baal, Melqart, Adonis, Eshmun, Attis  Tammuz, Asclepius, Orpheus, as 
well as Krishna, Ra, Osiris, Jesus, Zalmoxis, Dionysus, and Odin.” (Wikipedia)  

 
ON THE SUBJECT OF ‘MADNESS’: 
’OBAMA’S SELF-FULFILLING PROPHECY: ‘LEADING FROM BEHIND’, OBAMA 
MANIPULATED THE CREATION OF ‘THE ARAB SPRING’ IN ORDER TO FULFILL HIS 
‘DREAM’ OF BECOMING A WORLD DICTATOR - FOLLOWING ISLAM’S PROPHET 
MOHAMMED’S PRECISE PROTOCOL AS HIS EPISTEMOLOGICAL REFERENCE, AND AS 
HIS ‘PSYCHIC LEVERAGE’ OVER A 2.3 BILLION MUSLIM MILITIA, TO PAVE HIS WAY –  
CREATING GEO-POLITICAL AND GLOBAL PSYCHO-SOCIAL CHAOS AS PRECISELY 
PRESCRIBED IN THE HADITH – COUNTRY BY COUNTRY - PROPELLING HIM INTO 
POSITION TO ‘DESTROY THE FREE WORLD’S PINIONS’: WWIII   
 
OBAMA’S SIMULATION OF HIMSELF AS ISLAM’S 12TH AND FINAL ‘IMAM’ TO RULE THE 
WORLD – WITH IRAN AT HIS BACK – IS ‘ONLY THE TIP OF THE ICEBERG OF OBAMA’S 
INSANITY’. 

“Michelle Obama: Being Married To Barack Is 'Scary'“Michelle Obama: Being Married To Barack Is 'Scary'“Michelle Obama: Being Married To Barack Is 'Scary'“Michelle Obama: Being Married To Barack Is 'Scary'    
11-8-2011 Free Republic 
“There’s a lot of stuff to be afraid of," Michelle Obama said. 
"But if you get over that, there’s so much — you know, this 
is scary.  Shoot, being married to Barack Obama — it’s 
like he’s got big plans.  He’s always pushing us beyond 
our comfort zones, and I’m dragging along going, “What 
are we doing now?  No, not this!”  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ba%CA%BFal
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Melqart
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Adonis
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eshmun
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Attis
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tammuz_%28deity%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Asclepius
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Orpheus
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Krishna
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ra
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Osiris
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jesus
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zalmoxis
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dionysus
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Odin


 
SARKOZY WAS RIGHT  

 
(*)        “SARKOZY WARNS OBAMA MAY BE INSANE” EU TIMES 4-11-2010 

“A new report circulating in the Kremlin today authored by France’s Directorate-
General for External Security and recently “obtained” by the FSB shockingly quotes 
French President Nicolas Sarkozy as stating that President Barack Obama is “a  
dangerous[ly] aliéné”, which translates into his, Obama, being a “mad lunatic”, or 
in the American vernacular, “insane”. 

           According to this report, Sarkozy was “appalled” at Obama’s “vision” of 
what the World should be under his “guidance” and “amazed” at the American 
Presidents unwillingness to listen to either “reason” or “logic”.  Sarkozy’s meeting 
where these impressions of Obama were formed took place nearly a fortnight ago at the 
White House in Washington D.C., and upon his leaving he “scolded” Obama and the US 
for not listening closely enough to what the rest of the World has to say. 

           Apparently, as this report details, the animosity between Sarkozy and 
Obama arose out of how best the West can deal with the growing threat posed by 
rising Islamic fundamentalism.” Both Sarkozy and his European neighbors had 
previously been supported in their efforts by the United States in forming an alliance to 
strengthen the integration of Muslim peoples into their societies, and has including 
France and Belgium moving to ban the wearing of burqa’s. 

           European fears over their growing Muslim populations appear to be valid as the growing 
immigration and birth rates of these Islamic peoples are warned is causing the “Eurabiazation” of the 
Continent and within a few generations will see them become the majority of nearly all of the EU Nations.”      
                                              ********************************************* 
 
‘BARACK HUSSEIN MOHAMMED OBAMA’?!  IT’S SO COMMON, BUT THEN IN THE COSMIC 
SCHEMA SO ARE YOU – FOREVER DRAMATIZING YOURSELF IN FEAR-RIDDLED ROLES,  
JUST AS EACH OF THOSE NAMES CONJURES IN THEIR INTERLINGUAL TRANSLATIONS. 
(SEE ‘T&S’ PREFACE PT. IV  ‘WHAT’S IN A NAME?  Think ‘Obama’s political persona 
relative to the following”    
Interlingual Spellings)    
 
WHAT WOULD BE YOUR 
MOTIVATION TO TAKE A FORM SO 
TERRIBLY UNATTRACTIVE?  - 
YOUR RESEMBBLANCE TO 
STALIN AND HITLER THIS TIME 
AROUND IS QUITE REMARKABLE 
– PHYSICALLY, 
PSYCHOLOGICALLY, AND, 
BEHAVIORALLY – EVEN TO THE 
POINT OF DOING EXACTLY AS 
THEY DID WHILE ASCENDING THE 
STAIRCASE TO DICTATORSHIP:  
 
YOU MIGHT AT LEAST WEAR A KAFFIYA TO WRAP OVER YOUR FACE, OR A JELLABAH IN THE 
TRADITION OF WOMEN OF YOUR INDONESIAN MUSLIM  CULTURE  – YOU COULD QUITE EASILY 
PASS FOR A WOMAN, IN FACT THERE’S A LOT OF CREDIBLE RUMOR THAT YOU’VE DONE THAT 
TOO, IN THIS INCARNATION. (READ T&S PREFACE PART V)   



AT ANY RATE, HERE YOU ARE AGAIN, OBVIOUSLY TO 
RECOVER YOUR LOST ISLAMIC WORLD POWER, 
RELENTLESSLY TRYING TO ORGANIZE YOUR 
SCURRILOUS SHI’A TRIBES INTO A MILITIA TO TAKE 

DOWN YOUR ARCH ENEMY, jɑwe�, THE GOD OF ISRAEL, 
ONCE MORE RALLYING PERSIANS TO TRY TO 
EVACUATE THE LOST TRIBES OF JUDEAH. FROM THE 
TEMPLE MOUNT?!  WHEN WILL YOU EVER LEARN? 
FIRSTLY, THESE AREN’T REAL PERSIANS, THEY ARE 
IRANIANS OF CENTURIES LATER, THEY’VE NONE OF THE 
GREAT QUALITIES OF THE  PERSIAN CULTURE BEFORE YOU SWORE 
THEM – ON THREAT OF DEATH - TO YOUR ISLAMIC ALLAH, ‘BACK 
THEN’ -  THEY’VE BEEN DETERIORATING IN EVERY CENTURY SINCE.  
THE FACT IS, YOUR JIHAD PROTOCOL WORKED EXTREMELY WELL IN 
THOSE CENTURIES AND IT’S CLEAR YOU EXPECT TO RESTORE IT IN 
THIS ONE.                                                                                                            

“Said the Prophet: ‘If any of you wakens up from sleep then let him blow his nose 
three times. For the devil spends the night in a man’s nostrils.’” 

BUT, HERE YOU ARE  IN FULL DEMONIC DRESS: EARS FLAPPING, MOUTH WIDE-OPEN HOVERING 
AROUND ANYTHING THAT RESEMBLES A PHALLUS, EYES BULGING WITH HATE, NOSTRILS 
FLARED – NO DOUBT FROM THOSE SATANIC VISITS AS YOU SLEEP,  ARE YOU DOING YOUR 
ABLUTIONS, AT LEAST? - BUT, OF COURSE,  I FORGOT, YOU ARE EXEMPT, YOU ‘ARE MOHAMMED’ 

TOO – AND BACK TO YOUR OLD TRICKS, WITH THE SAME 
FEATURES.  HASN’T ANYONE EVER TOLD YOU THAT ‘REFINED 
PHYSICAL FEATURES NATURALLY OCCUR AS A PHYSICAL 
REFLECTION OF AN EVOLVED 
REFINED PSYCHE. YOU AREN’T 
THE LEAST REFINED, BUT YOU 
COULD FAKE IT AS YOU DO 
EVERYTHING.  YOU PRIDE 
YOURSELF ON BEING THE 
EXPERT IN ‘LEADING FROM 
BEHIND’ – YOU CERTAINLY GOT 

THIS ONE WRONG – NEXT TIME TRY FOLLOWING FROM BEHIND 
SOMEONE OTHER THAN YOUR OWN FORMER GROSS IMAGES; 
RETURN WITH  FEATURES THAT ARE MORE AESTHETICALLY 
PLEASING; I’M SURE YOU COULD FOOL EVEN MORE OF THE 
PEOPLE ALL OF THE TIME THAN YOU HAV E THIS TIME.  AND, 
SOMEONE OUGHT TO HAVE INFORMED YOU THAT YOU REALLY 
MUST NOT USE YOUR MOUTH AS IF IT WERE A JOHN-DEERE GRAIN SCOOP – TAKE SMALL BITES, 
CHEW  WITH YOUR MOUTH CLOSED, LOOK AT YOURSELF IN EVERY ONE OF THE PHOTOS OF 

YOU EATING – WHICH YOU DO CONSTANTLY – THEY’RE  GROSS.    

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:IPA_for_English#Key
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:IPA_for_English#Key
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:IPA_for_English#Key


WE REMEMBERYOUR HISTORIES – CRAIG WINN, AUTHOR OF “THE PROPHET OF DOOM” HAS 
DESCRIBED YOU METICULOUSLY IN ACCORD WITH MOHAMMED’S “SATANIC VERSES” , IN YOUR 
OWN WORDS -  IN THE QUR’AN AND HADITHS.  BELOW ARE EXCERPTS.  YOUR ‘ISLAMIC 
TERRORIST FRIENDS OF THE OIC AND CAIR HAVE TRIED TO BLACKBALL, WINN - TO DENY HIS – 
AND EVERYONE’S - 1ST AMENDMENT RIGHTS TO REPEAT MOHAMMED’S WORDS WITH 
TRANSLATION COMMENTARY. IT SEEMS THEY ASSUME ISLAMIC LAW IS SUPERIOR TO THE 
CONSTITUTION – AS DO YOU – YOU’RE THRILLED TO ENCOURAGE  ISLAMIC THREATS WHILE YOU 
GO ABOUT RE-ENGINEERING THE CONSTITUTION, DENYING FREEDOM OFSPEECH AND  
RELIGIOUS LIBERTY -  AND USING YOUR TSA  PAT DOWNS TO TAMP DOWN HUMAN DIGNITY – SO, 
WE ARE NOT  AT ALL SURPRISED:  

NOTE: SEE REFERENCES AND EXCERPTS BELOW , “PROPHET OF 
DOOM”, BY CRAIG WINN, CHAPTERS;  PROLOGUE; THE 
CONSTITUTION / ’WHAT WOULD YOU DO’?  - and  

- Devils, Deceptions & Backrubs   
"Because Allah afflicted Eve, all the women of the world 
menstruate and they are stupid." (‘Mohammed’) 
ON THE SUBJECT OF ‘OBAMA’S WAR ON WOMEN’ –  HIS USE OF TERRORIST TACTICS 
ARE STRAIGHT FROM THE QUR’AN, HADITHS, AND ALINSKY’S ‘RULES FOR RADICALS’ –  
WHILE TRYING TO DISGUISE THEM AS BEING A  ‘JUDEO-CHRISTIAN WAR ON WOMEN’; 
BLAME THE OPPOSITION FOR YOUR TERRORISTIC ACTIONS – AND DENY YOUR 
CALCULATED USE OF ‘MOHAMMED’S CALCULATED USE OF SYMBOLS TO PROGRAM 
(BRAIN-WASH) THE MINDS OF THE PEOPLE TO KEEP THEM FOLLOWING YOU 
‘DERRIERE BACKWARD’.– (SEE TREASON & SHROUD PREFACE PARTS 1-V – AND 
PURSUANT T&S CHAPTERS) 

 
WE UNDERTAND THAT YOU NEED TO BE RE-ELECTED IN NOVEMBER – SO THAT YOU CAN 
COMPLETE ‘THINGS’ YOU’VE SET-UP BUT CAN’T DO UNTIL YOU’VE SECURED A SECOND TERM. 
WE KNOW WHAT THOSE ‘THINGS’ ARE – DID YOU REALLY THINK THAT YOU’VE OUT-WITTED 
EVERYONE? AMONG OTHER THINGS YOU HAVE A BIT OF SURPRISE UNFINISHED BUSINESS TO 
TAKE CARE OF WITH YOUR HANDLERS – THOSE COMMUNIST-FASCIST GROOMERS WHO HAVE 
FINESSED YOUR WAY INTO THE OVAL OFFICE AND COVERED UP YOUR TRACKS OF MANY 
YEARS.   SHOULD THERE BE ANY DOUBT THAT WE KNOW WHAT THAT IS – WHICH THEY DO 
NOT YET KNOW ABOUT YOUR BAIT AND SWITCH PLAN, POST NOVEMBER 2012’ – IT IS ALL 
FULLY DETAILED IN THIS WRITING IN CHAPTERS BELOW.   
 
FINE – HOWEVER, A WORD OF CAUTION: CONSIDER WHETHER YOU WOULD BE ABLE TO 
MATCH THE POWER OF YOUR ADVERSARIES?  YOU’VE NOT YET ENCOUNTERED THEIR FULL 
FORCE. YOU CAN KEEP ON TRYING – BUT KNOW THAT YOU ARE ON A COLLISION COURSE 
THAT IS OPTIMALLY THE EXTINCTION OF THOSE ALGORITHMIC-BRAIN-FUNCTIONS OF YOUR 
PSYCHO-GENETIC PRIMITIVE CEREBRO-SPINAL WIRING.  YOU RISK BECOMING EXTINCT ‘ALL 
OVER AGAIN’. YOU KNOW AS WELL AS I, THAT THE KENYANTHROPUS-PLATYOPS 
PHASED OUT AT LAKE TURKANA 3.2 MILLION YEARS AGO; YOUR 
REAPPEARANCE HAS ALL OF THE PSYCHO-SOCIOLOGICAL DNA MARKINGS OF BECOMING 
TOTALLY EXTINCT THIS TIME,  IF YOU TRY TO OVER-ACHIEVE BEFORE YOU’VE PASSED THE 
PUBERTY PHASE OF YOUR TRANMUTATIONS BETWEEN “BARACK HUSSEIN MOHAMMED OBAMA, 
PRESIDENT OF THE U.S.” TO THE  IMMAM-MAHDI RETURNED FROM THE  9TH C. , AS YOUR NEXT-
PHASE  ‘COMING-OUT’  AT THE SAME WHITE HOUSE; OBVOUSLY, BUT, OF COURSE, ONLY FOR A 
SHORT WHILE - BEFORE ASCENDING TO YOUR RIGHTFUL PLACE AT THE ‘RIGHT SIDE OF YOUR 
(OWN) GOD-SELF’.  WE KNOW THAT YOU LOVE PLAYING THESE COSMIC GAMES OF ‘NOW YOU 
SEE ME, NOW YOU DON’T’  – YOU’VE BEEN DOING IT FOR EONS – BUT, THE TIMING OF THIS ONE 
IS TRICKY. YOU HAVE TO WIN RE-ELECTION BEFORE YOU CAN ‘COME OUT’ OF THE WHITE 
HOUSE CLOSET AND DECLARE YOUR RETURN FROM 1,300 YEARS OF ‘OCCULTATION” (‘HIDING’, 
OF COURSE) AS POTUS TURNED IMAM-DICTATOR, ISLAM’S ‘12TH AND FINAL IMAM’ – 
PREDESTINED TO LEAD THE WORLD INTO ITS FINAL DAY OF JUDGMENT’ – FROM BEHIND, OF 
COURSE – STARTING WITH ISRAEL AND THE U.S.   



 
AND, WE KNOW THAT YOU WERE TERRIBLY TEMPTED TO COME-OUT AS IMAM MAHDI 
PREMATURELY – YOU ALMOST LOST YOUR COVER, WHEN YOU BEGAN PHASING FROM 
PRESIDENT TO ALLAH AT THE TIME THAT G.W.’S SECURITY MEASURES AGAINST YOUR 
TERRORIST PEOPLE, AND, WATER-BOARDING TECHNIQUES, BROUGHT OSAMA BIN LADEN INTO 
THE SEALS’ RANGE OFEXECUTION; IT WASN’T EASY FOR YOU TO RESIST DECLARING YOURSELP 
‘THE IMAM’ RIGHT THEN AND THERE IN THE SITUATION ROOM – HAVE YOU LOOKED AT YOUR 
BODY LANGUAGE?  PAY NO ATTENTION TO SOME OF THESE  BODY LANGUAGE ‘EXPERTS’, THEY 
ARE DOWN RIGHT LAUGHABLE ; WE WATCH THE ENERGY IN YOUR EYES, FROM YOUR PSYCHE, 
AS IT  MOVES THRU YOUR FLESH, INVISIBLE TO THE HUMAN EYE  - LIKE NEUTRINOS, VISIBLE 
ONLY TO THE  INTUITIVE –EYE -  AND THE HADRON COLLIDER - VIBRATING ENERGY COHERENCE   
DIRECTLY FROM YOUR SUBCONSCIOUS PROGRAMMING TO YOUR PHYSICAL FLESH, 
COMMUNICATING THROUGH YOUR  FACIAL FEATURES AND BODY PARTS IN A RHYTHMIC 
MOTION THAT ;HAS A SOUND’, THAT IS THE ONLY PURE-LANGUAGE OF THE BODY; IN YOU, IT IS  
A VERITABLE CACOPHANY OF HATE, FEAR, AND DETERMINATION TO KILL … EVERYTHING FINE 
AND FREE, THAT COULD DENY YOU YOUR ANTICIPATED ‘DAY OF JUDGEMENT’ AGAINST 
HUMANITY, IT TELLS THE WHOLE STORY IN A SNAPSHOT;  YOU ALMOST WENT INTO MAHDI-
SAMADHI MODE THEN!  MOHAMMED DID, OF COURSE, SAY THAT AL-MAHDI WOULD ‘TAKE DOWN’ 
THE DAJJAL AND YOU NEEDED THIS RE-ENACTMENT FOR THE SEQUENCES OF YOUR 
ASSUMPTION OF POWER AS MAHDI.  DID YOU MANUFACTURE TAKING DOWN BIN LADEN JUST SO 
Y0U COULD WORK HIM INTO THE SCRIPT AS DAHHAL? !  I’LL BET YOU DID – AND, YOU WERE SO 
BRAVE ABOUT TRANSPORTING Y0URSELF INTO THE FORM OF OSAMA TO TAKE DOWN THE 
DAJJAL IN ACCORD WITH THE SCRIPT – IN YOUR HEAD -  AND, TO TAKE THE PUNISHMENT OF 
ASSASSINATION  -JUST AS IF YOU WERE JESUS CHRIST ON THE CROSS OF CRUCIFIXION! – IT’S 
NOT A WONDER THAT YOU WERE SO FIDGETY IN YOUR OBAMA-BODY-FORM ANCHORED IN THE 
SITUATION ROOM THROUGHOUT THE EVENT – MON DIEU!  (REDACT THAT, IT WAS JUST AN 
IMPROMPTU REACTION TO YOUR AWESOMENESS) . IT  WORKED WELL FOR YOUR AL-MASIH AD-
DAJJAL PART – STRAIGHT FROM  MOHAMMED’S PREDICTION OFALLAH’S SIGNS OF YOUR 
RETURN  - A PERFECT RE-ENACTMENT – STEP BY STEP – ON THE WORLD STAGE:: YOU,  AL-
MAHDI ‘IN DISGUISE’, SLAYING AL-MASIH ‘IN DISGUISE’ – ALL FROM YOUR BARACK HUSSEIN 
MOHAMMED OBAMA, IN DISGUISE.  AND, THERE’S THE FACT THAT THE DAJJAL IS DESTINED TO 
BE ‘IN DISGUISE AS A PIOUS MUSLIM’.  AND THAT COULD BE YOU!? AT ANY RATE, NAILING 
OSAMA WAS GOOD FOR THE SCRIPT, THE SALAFIST SHI’ITES BELIEVE THAT THE SLAYING OF 
DAJJAL MARKS THE COMMENCEMENT OF ‘YOUR RUN AS MAHDI  - FOR YEARS, THE WORLD’S 
SINGLE RULER, BRINGING ON THE EARTH’S DAY OF JUDGMENT.. .   
  
 
THERE’S JUST ONE PROBLEM HERE, ‘YOU REALLY THINK THAT 
YOU ARE ‘HIM’! - AL-MASIH AD-DAJJAL – YOUR ISLAMIC ANTI-
CHRIST WITH THE EYE THAT LOOKS LIKE A BULGING GRAPE!  - 
YOU DID DO CYCLOPES WELL, BUT THE CYCLOPES HAD JUST 
ONE BULGING EYE IN THE CENTER OF THEIR FOREHEAD, AND 
DAJJAL HAS TWO, THE RIGHT ONE IS BLIND – THAT WORKS, YOU 
ARE BLIND IN BOTH EYES AND BOTH BULGE,  – AND, YOU 
CERTAINLY HAVE PHOTOS THIS TIME AROUND PROVING IT - 
AND,  OF WHAT DIFFERENCE ,  IT’S NOT AN ISSUE, YOU ARE 
ALLAH, GIVING LIFE TO EVERYSUPREME SUPERNATURAL 
CHARACTER EVER CREATED, SEVERALLY, SIMULTANEOUSLY, SUCCESSIVELY, AND IN 
REVERSE.; YOU’VE GOTTEN DAJJAL DOWN-PAT – YOU LOOK AND ACT THE PART PERFECTLY – 
BUT, BACK TO YOUR MAHDI-MODE  NOT TO WORRY ABOUT RUNNING OUT OF DOMESTIC SEXUAL 
DERELICTS FOR YOUR ‘DOMESTIC’ DRAMA , MOHAMMED’S SIGNS  PROVING THE TIME OF 
MAHDI’S RETURN; WE HAVE PLENTY OF THAT NOW IN PUBLIC VIEW – COMPOUNDING ON A 
MAGNITUDE OFFOF THE CHARTS UNDER YOUR GUIDANCE, THESE PAST 3-1/2 YEARS – ALL OF 
THEM FIT MOHAMMED’S DESCRIPTION PERFECTLY – SEE  T&S PREFACE PARTS I-V -  YOU’LL 
RECOGNIZE THE LIST FROM THE HADITHS.   
 
GOOD JOB, YOU RESISTED COMING OUT TOO SOON. YOU’VE ADJUSTED YOUR AL-MASIH AD-
DAJJAL’S APPEARANCE ON THE WORLD STAGE TO COMPORT WITH YOUR ‘AL-MAHDI’ RE-
APPEARANCE IN THE TIMING THAT BENEFITS YOUR NEXT ‘PERSONA’, ISLAM’S PROPHET 
MOHAMMED. (IT WAS A GREAT TRICK TO MURDER YOUR SELF IN A SPLIT-BODY EVENT AS 
OSAMA BIN-LADEN WHILE PLAYING DAJJAL, EVEN BEFORE COMING OUT AS AL-MAHDI!! YOU DID 
ALL OF IT ‘FROM BEHIND THE SCENE’ – JUST AS MOHAMMED INVOKES; 



 
“Behold, the Imam (Caliph) is but a shield from behind 'whom the people 
fight and by whom they defend themselves.” 'Hadith from Musnad Ahmad ibn 
Hanbal”   

 
 AND YOU DIDN’T MISS A BEAT, WHILE PLAYING YOUR ‘U.S. PRESIDENT PERSONA’. YOU ARE 
TRULY SUPERNATURAL -- HOW DO YOU DO IT?   
TO RE-CAP, YOU SELECTED ‘OSAMA BIN LADEN AS YOUR AL-MASIH AD-DAJJAL’S 
APPEARANCE’ – THAT YOU CLARIFIED AS MARKED BY MOHAMMED’S DESCRIPTION OF THE 
‘TIME OF HIS APPEARANCE’ – BECAUSE ‘IF HE HAD NOT BEEN MADE TO APPEAR, YOU COULD 
NOT JUSTIFY APPEARING AS ‘AL-MAHDI’ – ISLAM’S GREAT, FINAL, IMAM TO RULE THE 
WORLD. CONSEQUENTLY, WE HAVE THE SUCCESSION LINED UP AS SIMULTANEOUS TO THE 
APPEARANCE OF THE ‘GOD PARTICLE’ – STARTING SPACE-TIME – WITH YOU ‘BEFORE AND 
AFTER’ – AND DURING – ALL OF IT.  BRILLIANT.  
 
 

Dajjāl is a common Arabic word (لاجد) with the meaning "deceiving" or "the 
Placebo" or "impostor" Al-Masīḥ ad-Dajjāl, with the definite article al- ("the"), 
refers to "the deceiving Messiah", a specific end-of times deceiver. 

 
 
"I have been made victorious with terror." 
(‘MOHAMMED’ HADITH) 
 
And, ‘pointing’ is very poor social form; 
consider this too next time around, as 
you select facial features and body 
appendages for another rendezvous on 
planet earth – ‘if you don’t extinguish 
your God-Particle in this one.  
 

 (DO YOU NEVER WEARY OF PLAYING SO MANY ROLES? ) BELOW IS A 
SHORT LIST OF SIGNS BY WHICH YOU WILL BE KNOWN:  

• People will stop offering the prayers 
• Dishonesty will be the way of life 
• Falsehood will become a virtue 
• People will mortgage their faith for worldly gains 
• Usury and bribery will become legitimate 
• Imbeciles would rule over the wise 
• Blood of innocents would be shed 
• Pride will be taken on acts of oppression 
• The rulers will be corrupt 
• The scholars will be hypocrites 
• Adultery will be rampant 
• The liars and treacherous will be respected 
• There will be acute famine at the time 
• There will be no shame amongst people 
• Many people would worship Satan 
• There would be no respect for elder people 
• Rape   
• The time of the reappearance of the 12th Imam will be when people will be able to travel 

great distances by flight. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Al-


• Homes will have mirror like screens that will show moving images of people and places 
near and far. 

• Music will emanate from the pockets in peoples clothing. 
• People will hold devices on the glass surface of which they will be able to see and talk to 

people far away. 
• People will compete with each other in building extremely tall towers that will surpass the 

height of some clouds. 
• It will become common for men to turn in lust towards men and women to turn in lust 

towards women as such people will greatly increase in number. People will fear to speak 
out against this as moral values will become so perverted that most of what is considered 
right will be considered wrong and similarly that which is considered wrong will be 
considered right. (*) 

• Men will marry men and celebrate it like a marriage and similarly women will also publicly 
celebrate their marriage to the same sex. 

• It will be such an accursed time when some men will be able to change their gender and 
become women, horrifying their family. Similarly women will be able to change their 
gender. 

• Promiscuity will increase greatly and women will wear clothes that reveal their nakedness 
rather than hide it. 

• The vast majority of people who profess to be Muslim will be so only in name   
       despite their practice of Islamic rites and it will be they who make war with    

               the Mahdi.  
 
And…the list goes on….See Preface Parts I-V and TREASON & SHROUD 
INTRODUCTION 

Good timing – you lucked in ‘domestically’  - it was tailor-made for you – and, you smartly tailored your 
U.S. domestic policy around it – as you tailored your Foreign Policy around starting The Arab Spring. 

1  “Death and fear will afflict the people of BAGHDAD AND IRAQ. A fire will    appear 
in the sky and a redness will cover them.” (Started in Bush era, co-op’d into Obama’s 
‘Agenda’ as premature, intended, removal of U.S. presence in Iraq)  

2 “FIRE FROM THE WEST - WHAT IS NOW YEMEN” (Obama’s watch; created by 
Obama’s planned insurrection in Egypt, Mubarak removal making way for the Muslim 
Salafist radicals; Muslim Brotherhood)  

3 “THERE WILL BE A GREAT CONFLICT IN THE LAND OF SYRIA, UNTIL IT IS 
DESTROYED”. (The Hadish’s sequence of insurrection in Middle-East, started by 
Obama’s ‘Arab Spring’ uprising, premature removal ot U.S. troops trom Iraq, ‘leading 
from behind’ to Syria – in compliance with the sequence of events as believed by  “The 
Twelver”.  An  agenda  CONSISTENT WITH PROGRAM TO ‘IMMOBILIZE 
ISRAEL, MOBILIZE ISLAM TO INVADE WEST  EN MASSE, MOBILIZE IRAN: 
WWIII.   

“Obama administration secretly preparing options for aiding the Syrian 
opposition Posted By Josh Rogin Wednesday, December 28, 2011 - 9:38 PM    
Critics on Capitol Hill accuse the Obama administration of being slow to react 
to the quickening deterioration of the security situation in Syria, where over 
5,000 have died, according to the U.N. High Commissioner for Human 
Rights. Many lawmakers say the White House is once again "leading from 
behind,"    

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Baghdad
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Iraq
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Yemen
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Greater_Syria


4 “The Muslims will throw off the reins of the foreigners and take possession of their land, 
overthrowing those rulers that are foreign agents.” 

5 ‘THE PROPHESIED REDEEMER OF ISLAM’ WILL HAVE  “dominion (authority) so 
numerous that the Mahdi will overcome everyone.  People will flee from him as sheep 
flee from the shepherd. Later, people will begin to look for a purifier. But since they can 
find none to help them but him, they will begin to run to him.” 

6 Ja'far al-Sadiq, the Sixth Imam, made the following prophecies:  Abu Bashir says: When 
I asked Imam Ja'far al-Sadiq, "O son of the Messenger of God! Who is the Mahdi (qa'im) 
of your clan (ahl al-bayt)?", he replied: "The Mahdi will conquer the world; at that time 
the world will be illuminated by the light of God, and everywhere in which those other 
than God are worshipped will become places where God is worshiped; and even if the 
polytheists do not wish it, the only faith on that day will be the religion of God. 
(“ISLAM”) 

AND – WHO STARTED A RUN ON THE HADITH’S PREDICTIONS OF THE ‘RETURN 
OF ISLAM’S 12TH IMAM? YOU DID - SEEING THE ‘TIME AND PLACE’ TO SEIZE THE 
OPPORTUNITY TO CREATE A SEQUENCE OF EVENTS FOLLOWING THE 
DESTRUCTION OF “HUSSEIN’S IRAQ” 

 
          TO ‘LEAD HISTORY FROM THE BACK OF THE BUS OF WORLD EVENTS 
                                                THAT YOU ARE  DRIVING! 
OBAMA GOING BY THE SHI’A ’OBAMA GOING BY THE SHI’A ’OBAMA GOING BY THE SHI’A ’OBAMA GOING BY THE SHI’A ’TWELVERTWELVERTWELVERTWELVER’ DOMESTIC BOOK:’ DOMESTIC BOOK:’ DOMESTIC BOOK:’ DOMESTIC BOOK:    

 “When matters are entrusted to the Mahdi, Almighty Allah will raise the 
lowest part of the world for him, and lower the highest places. So much that 
he will see the whole world as if in the palm of his hand” (Obama’s foreign 
and domestic policies) 

Well, “YOU”, you’ve managed to ‘return’ at a good time to play the multiple roles you have targeted for 
yourself this time. 

                                                                 ******************** 

EXCERPTS FROM “THE PROPHET OF DOOM”. CRAIG WINN ANSWERS MOST 
QUESTIONS ABOUT YOUR AGENDA – BRILLIANTLY.  FINAL COMMENTS TO 
YOU FOLLOW THE THESE EXCERPTS.   
 
Prophet and Doom, excerpts: (VVV Diary Note: You can’t make this stuff up) 
 
“… Over the course of these pages you will discover that the prophet's "ministry" 
in Mecca was filled with troubling episodes. Following his first Qur'anic 
revelation, Muhammad claimed to have been demon possessed. By his own 
admission, he tried to commit suicide. Those who knew him best, his family and 
neighbors, said that he had gone mad. "He is a demon-possessed sorcerer 
fabricating scripture,"  they said, accusing him of plagiarism and of having purely selfish 
motives. They mocked his prophetic claims, ridiculed his Qur'an, and said that his preposterous 
notion of turning many pagan idols into the one God was insane. As a result of this verbal abuse, 
all chronicled in the Qur'an, Muhammad pledged to slaughter his kin. 



With the Quraysh Bargain, the Meccans proved that Muhammad had 
established Islam to garner what he craved: power, sex, and money. The Satanic 
Verses, which followed, demonstrated that he was inspired by Lucifer, the 
Biblical Satan. Muhammad’s hallucinogenic Night's Journey to the nonexistent 
Temple in Jerusalem, confirmed that he could not be trusted.    This flight of fancy 
was followed by the Pledge of Aqaba, where Islam turned political and declared 
war on all mankind. 

Ninety Qur'an surahs were revealed during this period. They open with a score that mirror the 
style and content of Hanif poetry composed by Zayd, a contemporary of Muhammad. At this 
point, the prophet's revealing spirit was an unnamed "Lord." When we're finally introduced, we 
learn that the Islamic god's name is Ar-Rahman. And he is a dark and demented spirit, one who 
spends his days in hell. He deceives men, leads them astray, shackles them, dragging them to 
their doom. Ar-Rahman personally participates in hell's torments, turning men on a spit, tearing 
them apart, forcing them to eat thorns, pitch, and boiling water. His paradise is a brothel. Its rivers 
flow with wine, and multiple virgins satiate the carnal desires of the faithful. 

As you might imagine, Muhammad’s contemporaries, the Quraysh tribe in the 
little berg of Mecca, thought he was nuts. The Qur'an contains over 400 
iterations of the never-ending argument between Muhammad and his tribe. 
Those who knew this "prophet" best called him a charlatan. They charged him 
with the very offenses the Qur'an and Hadith confirm he was guilty of 
perpetrating. Then, demonstrating the maturity and discipline of a schoolyard 
bully, the Islamic god struck back. He slandered the Meccans with an exhaustive 
list of hateful slurs and threatened them with a painful doom. 

When I first read the Qur'an, I was surprised to find the endless regurgitation of spiteful attacks. The 
Meccans shouted: "Muhammad, you are an insane, demon-
possessed sorcerer, forging the Qur'an." Allah answered: "My 
Messenger is not insane, nor is he demon-possessed."  I found this 
perplexing. Why didn't some enterprising scribe edit these incriminating charges out before codifying the 
Qur'an? Then I realized that without the raging feud, there was no justification for the scripture's single 
most repetitive rant: "If you reject Muhammad, Muslims will kill you so that his god can roast you alive." 

I recognize that this is the antithesis of what you expected to see during the 
formative years of a great religion. Yet the evidence - the only evidence - is 
irrefutable. The Qur'an takes us into a demented and violent realm. It’s a bad job of 
plagiarizing held together by a childish rant. Paradise and hell are both decadent 
and disgusting, more satanic than divine. And the Sunnah, which professes to be 
inspired scripture, is no better. Stroke by stroke they present an ugly picture of an 
abused child who became an abuser. 

Having destroyed the "religion" of Islam in Mecca, Muhammad created the 
political doctrine of "submission" in Medina. He became a pirate, dictator, 
and terrorist leader. He used Qur'anic scripture to justify some of the most 
horrific behavior imaginable: pedophilia, incest, rape, torture, 
assassinations, thievery, mass murder, and terror - all in an unbridled orgy 



of sex, power, and money. Again, this summation simply reflects the 
portrayal documented in the Islamic Sunnah and confirmed in the Qur'an. 

When he was fifty, Muhammad married a six-year-old child. Then he stole 
his son's wife. After forcing young girls to watch his men execute their 
fathers, Muhammad raped them. He tortured his victims to make sure no 
booty escaped his grasp. He committed mass murder, slaughtering Jews in 
genocidal rage. In ten years, he ordered a score of assassinations and 
conducted seventy-five terrorist raids. He used the sword to force Arabs 
into submission and used the slave trade to finance Islam. He was more 
interested in collecting girls and taxes than anything else. He ruled through 
fear. And his god condoned it all. 

This harsh portrayal does not represent my interpretation of the most 
negative Islamic scriptures or even a view derived from some jaundiced 
document crafted by an enemy of the religion. It is the only authentic 
picture; it's the original. By reading the Qur'an and Hadith you'll see 
Muhammad embarrass himself and deceive his compatriots - all with his 
god's blessing. And this portrait of prophet and god was painted by the first 
Muslims. More shocking still, one does not have to cull out the bad from the 
good to render this verdict. It’s really hard to find good - in their scripture 
or their behavior. 

To provide some objectivity to this startling portrayal, recognize that nothing is 
known about Muhammad and his creation, Islam, apart from five books. They represent 
the only surviving written record scribed within 250 years of the prophet's life. They, and 
only they, represent fundamental Islam. They are the authority, the "gospel truth." Any 
statement not derived from these sources is conjecture, speculation, and opinion.” 

“…..To firmly establish the validity, nature, and appropriateness of these Islamic 
scriptures, I want to combine what the Islamic scholars said in the preface to the most 
revered Hadith collection with what others wrote on the opening page of the Qur'an. 
"Sahih Bukhari is a Collection of sayings and deeds of Prophet Muhammad, also known 
as the Sunnah. The reports of the Prophet's sayings and deeds are called Hadith. 
Bukhari lived a couple of centuries after the Prophet's death and collected his Hadith. 
Each report in his Collection was checked for compatibility with the Qur'an, and the 
veracity of the chain of reporters, or isnad, had to be established." Then... "The Qur'an is 
one leg of two which form the basis of Islam. The second leg is the Sunnah of the 
Prophet. What makes the Qur'an different from the Sunnah is its form. Unlike the 
Sunnah, the Qur'an is quite literally the Word of Allah, whereas the Sunnah [which is 
composed exclusively of Hadith] was inspired by Allah but the wording and actions are 
the Prophet's. The Qur'an has not been expressed using any human words. Its wording 
is letter for letter fixed by Allah. Prophet Muhammad was the final Messenger of Allah to 
humanity, and therefore the Qur'an is the last Message which Allah has sent to us. Its 
predecessors such as the Torah, Psalms, and Gospels have all been superceded." 

The most respected Islamic scholars tell Muslims that the "Qur'an is literally the 
word of Allah" and that the "Sunnah was inspired by Allah." They say this 
because there are hundreds of commands in the Qur'an ordering Muslims to obey 
Muhammad, to believe in him, to follow his example. Since the Qur'an is 



supposed to be "Allah" speaking, the only way to obey Muhammad, to believe in 
and follow him, is to know what he said and did. The Hadith represents the sole 
repository of these words and deeds. So, despite all evidence to the contrary, 
Muslims believe what you are going to read from the Qur'an and Hadith is 
divinely inspired scripture directly from Allah. 

The preponderance of this "scripture" is presented in Prophet of Doom . To 
provide some perspective on the scope of the coverage you should know that the 
Qur'an, formatted like this book, would be 200 pages. Pared of its redundancy, 
it would be a quarter of that length. We will analyze nearly ninety percent of 
that material. 

Turning to the Sunnah, the Hadith in Bukhari's Collection represent 800 pages of 
Muhammadisms. The majority are duplicated several times in various sections. 
Most have multiple lines of transmitters, or isnads, for virtually identical 
Traditions. Further, half of Bukhari's Collection includes laws, procedures, or 
meaningless anecdotes that fall outside the scope of this study. Without this 
redundant and extraneous material there are fifty pages of prime and pertinent 
reports. I'll cover fifty percent of this directly and reveal thirty percent indirectly 
through redundancy in Ishaq and Tabari. 

Much of Muslim's work is duplicated in Bukhari. He has some unique Traditions, 
though, and many important insights into the nature of Jihad. Wherever we can 
glean fresh information from Imam Muslim, we will. 

The events presented by Tabari, the first Islamic historian, mirror those contained 
in Ishaq's biographical account. There's a seventy percent overlap in their 
coverage of Muhammad’s life and the formation of Islam. Devoid of this overlap, 
extraneous poetry, and footnotes, their combined 1,500 pages of Islamic 
Traditions over the period we will be studying could be distilled to 250 pages of 
Hadith not memorialized elsewhere. Prophet of Doom analyzes eighty percent of 
these, as they provide the most valuable insights into Islam. 

Ishaq's biography and Tabari's history are composed entirely by Hadith. They 
are Sunnah and thus Islamic scripture. Their Hadith feature chains of reporters, 
and they are in sync with other Collections and with the Qur'an. The sole 
difference is the arrangement. Ishaq and Tabari chose Hadith that could be 
presented in the order they occurred. In fact, without Ishaq and Tabari, Islam 
would not exist and Muhammad would be unknown. They alone provide the 
religion's skeleton, its context and chronology. Without this grounding in place 
and time, the Qur'an is indecipherable, and the remaining Hadith are raped of 
their meaning. It would be like being a Christian without the Gospels. The Tabari 
translators tell us: "Muhammad Ibn Ishaq was the most influential and earliest 
biographer of the Prophet. His Sira became the standard treatment of the events 
of Muhammad’s life." 



Ishaq collected Islamic scripture a century before others. The four generations of 
oral transmission of Hadith that followed his Collection could have done nothing 
but degrade the material. But sadly, Ishaq's original has been lost. What remains 
was edited by Hisham sixty-five years later. And Hisham said: Ishaq:691 "I am 
omitting things which Ishaq recorded in this book. I have omitted things which 
are disgraceful to discuss and matters which would distress certain people." That 
is why Tabari is essential. He had a copy of Ishaq's Sirat Rasul Allah when he 
composed his monumental history. Rather than editing it, he referenced Ishaq's 
Sira each time his Hadith shed additional light on any subject - especially Islamic 
creation and the Satanic Verses. 

By the time you have completed this review, you will know much more about 
Muhammad and fundamental Islam than most Muslims. And you will 
understand him and his doctrine better than most scholars and clerics. You will 
see Muhammad as he saw himself. His motives and agenda will be as 
transparent as his methods and means. Islam will no longer be a mystery. The 
only conundrum that will remain is why anyone believed this "prophet." 

Muhammad and his deity created very little original material. Team Islam was 
into plagiarism. Most of the Qur'an was lifted from the Torah and Talmud. 
(Apparently God ran out of good material when he finished the Bible.) 
Muhammad aside, there are only four non-Biblical characters in the Qur'an. Two 
represent mythical leaders of mythical lands. The third was Muhammad’s 
biggest critic, his uncle Abu. The fourth was Alexander the Great - a Muslim 
prophet, according to Allah. 

While all the other names are the same - Adam, Noah, Satan, Gabriel, Abraham, 
Isaac, Ishmael, Jacob, Joshua, Lot, Moses, Aaron, Jonah, David, Solomon, Mary, 
and Jesus - their stories are not. The historical events surrounding these lives so 
meticulously detailed by the Jewish scribes were purposefully convoluted - ripped 
out of context and time - to justify Muhammad’s thinly disguised agenda. I share 
this now so you might know that without the inclusion of Bible characters and 
stories, the Qur'an and Hadith would be very thin on spirituality. We would be 
left with little more than temper tantrums, threats, and terror. No one would 
confuse it for a religion. 

As for the gross variance between the Bible and Qur'an, the Ar-
Rahman/Allah/Muhammad team claimed that the forty literate Jews who lived 
and witnessed these events, performed the miracles, and recorded the 
prophecies, got them wrong; well, except for the overwhelming number of 
passages they copied. Then Muhammad claimed that he, an illiterate Arab, an 
enemy of the Jews living 900 miles distant and six to twenty-six centuries after 
the fact, revealed the "truthful" account, having corrected their deceptions. In an 
ignorant world, it must have sounded plausible. 

It is interesting, however, that neither Muhammad, Ar-Rahman, nor Allah 
bothered to explain how or when these gross deceptions crept into the Bible. And 



this task becomes increasingly difficult for Muslims because their god said in 
Qur'an 80:13 that the Judeo-Christian scriptures were in good hands: Qur'an 80:13 
"In honored books, exalted in dignity, kept pure and holy, written by the hands 
of scribes - honorable, pious and just, noble and righteous." 

The general consensus among Islamic scholars is that the Hebrew Bible, the Old 
Covenant, was corrupted when Jews failed to accept the Messiah. And the 
Christian Bible, the Renewed Covenant, was corrupted when Christians failed to 
accept Muhammad. The following Hadith from their Traditions forms the basis of 
this doctrinal view. It comes from Bukhari's Book of Hiring, Volume 3, Book 36, 
Number 471. It can also be found in the Noble Qur'an attached to surah 41:46. 
Bukhari:V3B36N471 "The Prophet said, 'The example of the Jews, Christians, and 
Muslims is like the example of a man who employed [Jewish] laborers to work for 
him from morning till night for specific wages. They worked till midday and then 
said, "We do not need your money which you have fixed for us and let whatever 
we have done be annulled." The man said, "Don't quit, complete the rest and 
take your full wages." But they refused and went away. The man employed 
another batch after them and said [to the Christians], "Complete the rest and 
yours will be the wages I had fixed for the first batch." So they worked till the 
time of Asr [afternoon] prayer. Then they said, "Let what we have done be 
annulled and keep the wages you have promised." The man said, "Complete the 
rest of the work, as only a little remains," but they refused. Thereafter, he 
employed others [Muslims this time] and they worked till sunset. They received 
the wages of the two former batches. So, they represented the example of the 
Jews and Christians, and then Muslims who accepted Islam, the Qur'an, and 
Sunnah which the Prophet brought.'" 

Recognizing this wasn't a very good explanation, and knowing that the story 
was a twisted rip off of one of Yahshua's parables, the Islamic scholars who 
translated the passage added this footnote: "The Jews refused to believe in the 
Message of Jesus, so all their work was annulled. Similarly, the Christians refused 
to accept the Message of Muhammad and thus their work was annulled too. Such 
people were not rewarded, because they refused true faith and died unbelievers. 
They should have accepted the latest Message. Their insistence on keeping their 
old religion deprived them of any reward. On the other hand, Muslims accepted 
the new religion and believed in all three Messages. They deserved a full reward 
for their complete surrender to Allah." 

Unfortunately for Muslims, this scenario is impossible. How can one believe "all 
three Messages" if they are radically different? More importantly, if Judeo-
Christianity is a true message, what's the justification for a new religion? And as 
difficult as these questions are, the most troubling still lingers: how and when did 
the Judeo-Christian scriptures get corrupted? 

Fact is, they didn't The Septuagint, the Greek translation of the Hebrew Bible, 
survives to this day. It serves as irrefutable proof that nothing was changed. It 



was translated 275 years before the Christian era. It matches today’s Old 
Testament with astonishing fidelity. Then you have the Dead Sea scrolls…..”   
 
                                                         ************** 

                     Devils, Deceptions & Backrubs   
              "Because Allah afflicted Eve, all the women of the world                         
                                     menstruate and they are stupid." 

“We pick up the story of Islam’s creation account where we left off, with Iblis, better 
known as Lucifer. I'm going to work the narrative through the Qur'an. In the 7th surah, 
called "The Wall Between Heaven and Hell," Allah, or I should say, Muhammad, corrupts 
one of the earliest Genesis stories. But he gets sidetracked with intolerance and 
terrorism before he dives into his version. So in deference to the Islamic apologists, I'll 
keep the whole passage in context, starting at the beginning. 

Before we start, however, you should know that the only reason we can read this or any 
surah is because an "angel" or a "clanging bell" dictated it (or gonged it) to Muhammad 
directly from the "Memorial Tablets" written at Allah’s command by the "Pen" before the 
universe was created. Qur'an 7:1 "This Book [the Qur'an] has been sent down to you." 
The opening verse is not accurate. The Qur'an wasn't a book. Based upon the historical 
record, nothing would be committed to writing or compiled into a book for another 
century. "Do not hesitate to warn the unbelievers through it." This "warning" was not for 
the unbeliever.' benefit or for their salvation. All non-Muslims are predestined to hell. So 
the threat of impending punishments which could not be averted strongly suggests that 
the author was either demented or a sadist. 

Muhammad’s schizophrenic spirit said: Qur'an 7:3 "Follow the Revelation given to you 
from your Lord and follow not as protectors other than Him [third person]. Little do you 
remember My [first person, singular] warning. How many towns have We [plural] 
destroyed as a raid by night? Our punishment took them suddenly while they slept for 
their afternoon rest. Our terror came to them; Our punishment overtook them. No cry did 
they utter but: 'We were wrong-doers.'" The Islamic god's taste for terror is shocking. It’s 
hard to fathom scripture bragging, "How many towns have We destroyed?" or, "Our 
punishment took them suddenly while they slept." What would possess someone to 
claim this was godly? The Islamic "god," by his own admission, is a terrorist. 

Before we move on, I want to bring your attention to the motivation behind this opening 
salvo. Muhammad wanted his detractors to know that his god would terrorize anyone 
who rejected "those to whom Our Message was sent [Muslims] or those by whom We 
sent it [Muhammad]." It’s a warning: "If you deny Muhammad, his followers will terrorize 
you." 

Qur'an 7:7 "Verily, We shall recount their whole story with knowledge, for We were never 
absent at any time or place." Muhammad, speaking on behalf of his spirit, is 
acknowledging that the stories in the Qur'an appear plagiarized. But they are not, he 
protests, because his "god" was omnipresent. He is preparing us for an onslaught of 
bastardized Hebrew scripture. 



"Those whose scale of good will be heavy will prosper. Those whose scale will be light 
will find their souls in perdition [hell], for they wrongfully treated Our Signs." That's the 
basis of the religion of Islam. Good works. The more you do the heavier the "good" side 
of your scale becomes. Unfortunately, all the good deeds in the world can't outweigh 
predestination. And the best "good deed" according to Muhammad is to die a jihadist 
terrorizing infidels. 

Want proof? From Bukhari's, Book of Jihad, Chapter 1, number 1204: "A man came to 
Allah’s Messenger and said, 'Guide me to such a deed as equals Jihad in reward. ' He 
said, 'I do not find such a deed.'" Bukhari:V4B52N50 "The Prophet said, 'A single 
endeavor of fighting in Allah’s Cause is better than the world and whatever is in it.'" As 
we move into the Medina war surahs I will share scores of these with you. 

Returning to the 7th surah, Allah’s miffed men aren't thankful. Qur'an 7:10 "It is We who 
have placed you [Adam] with authority on earth, and provided you with means for the 
fulfillment of your life: small are the thanks that you give! Little give you thanks!" 

"It is We who created you and gave you shape; then We ordered the angels to fall and 
prostrate themselves to Adam. And they fell prostrate, all save Iblis, who was not of 
those who made prostration." Iblis was Lucifer, a fallen angel better known as Satan. 
The Qur'an says that he was a jinn, or demonic spirit. Both the Qur'an and Bible agree 
that Lucifer rebelled against God. 

According to the Bible, as an angel, Lucifer was merely a tool. His relationship with 
Yahweh was like that of a private to a general. Without choice angels cannot love. And 
they are incapable of creativity, which may explain why so much of the Qur'an was 
plagiarized. Lucifer's existence was defined by the same terms that gave Islam its name 
and authority: "submit and obey." The Bible says, when Lucifer rebelled, a third of the 
angels were cast out of heaven and became demons. They lashed out at Yahweh by 
deceiving man, separating us from God, just as they had been. 

This all led to the most infamous meal in human history. I share this Biblical perspective 
because once again, Muhammad, lacking imagination, plagiarized it, albeit with his own 
unique embellishments. Qur'an 7:12 "'What prevented you [Iblis/Lucifer] from prostrating 
when I commanded you?' He said: 'I am better than Adam: You created me from fire and 
him from clay.' So Allah said: 'Get down from this place: it is not for you to be arrogant 
here: get out, you are degraded, for you are of the meanest of creatures.'" The request is 
odd, yet the Qur'an never explains why Allah wanted his angels to humble themselves 
before man. 

In the Qur'an, Satan protests. Qur'an 7:14 "'Give me a reprieve until the time they are 
raised.' Allah said: 'You have your reprieve.' He said: 'Because you have thrown me out, 
I will lie in wait, lurking in ambush for them on Your Right Path. I will assault them from 
behind, from their right and left. You will find them ungrateful.' Allah said: 'Get out of 
here. You are disgraced and expelled. If any follow, I will fill Hell with all of you.'" The 
Qur'an has clearly said that Satan is deceptive, and that he's going to hell. This is 
important because, from this point on, Allah will claim to be deceitful and we will find him 
in hell, tormenting men. 



Continuing to steal from Genesis, the Islamic scriptures say: Qur'an 7:19 "We said: 
'Adam, dwell with your wife in the Garden and enjoy: but approach not this tree or you 
will run into harm and become wrong-doers.' Then Satan began to whisper suggestions 
to them, bringing openly before their minds all their shame that was hidden from them. 
He said: 'Your Lord only forbid you this tree, lest you should become angels, immortal, 
living forever.'" In the Garden, Adam was immortal. Seducing Adam with a promise of 
immortality would be like seducing Arabs with a promise of more sand. Besides, why 
would Adam want to become an angel if the angels were bowing to him? 

Qur'an 7:21 "He swore to them that he was their sincere adviser. So by deceit he 
brought about their fall." This is interesting. Muslims claim that there was no fall of man, 
thus no reason for the Messiah to come and reconcile fallen man back into fellowship 
with God. Further, Satan is mimicking Muhammad. The prophet incessantly claimed to 
be the "sincere adviser," yet through deceit, he brought men to their knees. 

"When they tasted of the tree, their shame became manifest to them, and they began to 
sew together leaves, covering their bodies. Allah called: 'Did I not forbid you that tree 
and tell you that Satan was an avowed enemy?'" For those who are curious: Tabari I:299 
"Scholars of the nation of our Prophet say, 'The tree which Allah forbade Adam and his 
spouse to eat was wheat.'" Yes, a wheat tree. 

Qur'an 7:23 "They said: 'Allah, we have wronged our own souls: If you do not forgive us, 
we shall be of the lost losers.' Allah said: 'Go down from here as enemies of each 
other.'" Allah seems to think that the Garden of Eden, a.k.a. the Garden of Bliss, is in 
heaven. Thus when Adam rejected Allah, he was sent down, not cast out. Also, did you 
notice the line: "you will be enemies of each other?" He was speaking to Adam and Eve, 
foreshadowing the Islamic view of women. 

Allah continued: "'On earth will be your dwelling place and your means of livelihood for a 
time.' He [third person, singular] said: "Therein shall you live, and therein shall you die, 
and from it shall you be raised. O children of Adam. [How did they get kids so fast?] We 
[first person plural] have sent clothing down to you to cover your shame, and for beauty 
and clothing that guards against evil. This is of the communications of Allah [now third 
person singular].'" Why did they need clothes to guard against evil? If their lusts carried 
them away - with whom were they going to be adulterous? 

An interesting sidebar on the first comes to us in this Tradition: Tabari I:321 "When Eve 
became heavy with her first pregnancy, Satan came to her before she gave birth and 
said, 'Eve, what is that in your womb.' She said, 'I do not know.' He asked, 'Where will it 
come out from - your nose, your eye, or your ear.' She replied, 'I do not know.' He said, 
'Don't you think, if it comes out healthy, you should obey me in whatever I command 
you?' When she said, 'Yes.' he said: 'Name him Abd al-Harith Iblis - Slave to the cursed.' 
She agreed." Believable dialog, don't you think? Just the kind of foundation you'd expect 
to underpin a great religion. "Adam said to him [Iblis/Lucifer], 'I obeyed you once before 
and you caused me to be driven out of Paradise.' So he refused to obey him and called 
the child Abd Ar-Rahman."  

Ar-Rahman was the name of Muhammad’s first "god." The 55th surah, named in Ar-
Rahman’s honor, begins: "Ar-Rahman bestowed the Qur'an, created man, and taught 
him to express clearly. The sun and moon revolve to his computation and the grasses 



and the trees bow to Him in adoration.... He created man." With multiple gods, Islam 
became pagan monotheism. 

And with multiple truths, Islam is flawed revelation: Tabari I:275 "They ate from it and as 
a result their secret part that had been concealed became apparent." It hadn't been 
much of a marriage up to that point. But if that's true, how did they get kids? And why 
does the Islamic Tradition say: Tabari I:299 "It was the cover of fingernails that had kept 
their secret parts concealed." 

Qur'an 7:27 "O you Children of Adam, let not Satan seduce you, in the same manner as 
he got your parents out of the Garden, making them disrobe, stripping them of their 
clothing, to expose their shame." Just six verses earlier, Adam was nude, sinned, and 
thus felt the need for clothing. He made his own, sewing together leaves. Then Allah 
sent down supernatural clothes from AlMart. Now we're told that Satan stripped them? 
"For he [Satan/Lucifer] and his tribe [of demons/jinn] watch you from a position where 
you cannot see them. We made the jinn friends of the unbelievers." So there you have it. 
Satan, Iblis, and jinn are all cut from the same cloth - all made of fire, all from the same 
tribe. These invisible evil spirits, or demons, lurk in the shadows ready to ambush men, 
deceiving them. Yet, as you shall discover in one of the most bizarre Qur'anic passages, 
these pesky demons think Muhammad and Allah are swell, calling them "Prophet" and 
"Lord." They are employed to authenticate the Qur'an. 

Qur'an 7:30 "Some He has guided: as for others, error is their due. They deserve loss in 
that they took the devils instead of Allah for their friends and think that they are rightly 
guided." Qur'an 7:35 "Children of Adam, whenever messengers come from amongst 
you, rehearsing My [singular] signs and revelations to you, act rightly so that you have 
no fear, nor reason to grieve. But those who reject Our [plural] signs and scorn them with 
arrogance, they are inmates of the Fire forever." What messengers, what revelations? 
Allah is allegedly talking to Adam's kids. The first prophet and scripture wouldn't arrive 
for over two thousand years. The Islamic god had no concept of time. Worse, he couldn't 
even keep himself together, talking in first person singular and plural in the same verse. 
Somebody was very confused. 

The second part of this passage is revealing. As we dig deeper into the Qur'an you'll find 
that the most repeated theme is: "reject Muhammad and you're toast." Although he tries 
a number of variants, his favorites twist Bible stories, as he has done here. Muhammad 
was referring to himself when he warned Adam's kids not to reject the "messenger 
among them." 

Qur'an 7:37 "Who is more unjust: one who invents a lie against Allah or one who rejects 
His Signs? For such, their appointed destiny must reach them from when Our 
messengers of death arrive and take their souls. [These guys sound a little like Hitler's 
S.S.] They say: 'Now where is that to which you cried to beside Allah.' They will reply, 
'They have left us in the lurch.'" There were no signs, no miracles, no proofs of any kind 
to confirm Muhammad’s claim to being a prophet or the Qur'an's claim to being divinely 
inspired. The repetition of lies like this was just part of Muhammad’s warped game. It’s 
standard megalomaniac behavior. Tell a big enough lie, say it often enough, and enough 
will believe it for you to prevail. 



Qur'an 7:38 "Allah’s messengers of death will say: 'Enter the fire, join the company of 
men and jinn who passed away before you.' Every time a fresh group of people or nation 
enters, they curse those that went into the Fire before them. The most recent entrants 
into Hell ask: 'Lord, they led us astray, so give them a double torment in the Fire.' He will 
say: 'For each there is already a double dose of torment.... So taste the punishment.'" 

It’s stunning to the point of agony that a billion people, through seduction, indoctrination, 
and compulsion, have been led to believe that these hateful words are God’s. Yet while 
stunning, it's not baffling. All Muhammad had to do was to convince fifty well-armed 
fools. While it took him ten years, it shouldn't have been hard. Mecca was a town of five 
thousand. All but a handful were illiterate. Steeped in pagan superstition, already 
believing in the pagan idol of the Ka'aba, the young and the rebellious, the poor and the 
destitute, were ripe for the picking. 

“Let's pick up the Islamic story of Satan and hell from the Hadith. I will be quoting 
from the History of al-Tabari, Creation to the Flood. Tabari I:249 "There was an 
angelic tribe of jinn, and Iblis belonged to it. Iblis [Satan/Lucifer] was one of the 
noblest angels and governed the most honored tribe." Tabari I:251 "Whoever 
among them says: I am a god besides Him, will have Hell as his reward from Us. 
That is how We reward the wrongdoers.' [Qur'an 21:29] This verse was revealed 
specifically for Iblis, when he said what he said. May Allah curse him and have 
him stoned!" We've just been given a rather interesting clue: the Qur'an was 
revealed for Lucifer's benefit. And ask yourself, how is a "stone" going to curse or 
punish a spirit? 

"Iblis belonged to a tribal group called jinn. They were created from the fire of 
simoom. All of the angels except this tribal group were created from light. The 
jinn mentioned in the Qur'an were created from a tongue of white-hot fire 
blazing on its side. [Qur'an 55:15] The first to dwell on the earth were jinn. They 
caused corruption on it and shed blood and killed each other. [Since demons are 
spirits, how could they shed blood and bleed?] Allah sent Iblis with an army of 
angels to fight against the jinn. Iblis and the angels with him caused a 
bloodbath, but his success went to his head." Allah made Lucifer a traitor against 
his own tribe, which is exactly what happened with Muhammad in Mecca. 

Tabari I:252 "Allah created some creatures and said, 'Prostrate yourselves before Adam.' 
They replied, 'We shall not do that.' Allah sent a fire to consume them." 

Four things should be perfectly clear. First, if you don't prostrate yourself, you're 
scorched. And while that sounds extreme, it's designed to frighten Muslims. Muhammad 
is quoted in a Hadith from Bukhari entitled "Prayer is Obligatory" saying: 
Bukhari:V1B11N617 "I would order someone to collect firewood and another to lead 
prayer. Then I would go burn the houses of men who did not present themselves at the 
compulsory prayer and prostration." Islam means submission, and the sign of submission 
is prostration. The mosque, the centerpiece of Islamic control, is derived from the Arabic 
word for "the place of prostration." 



Second, Satan is a jinn. Third, jinn are bad. And fourth, everybody 
associated with jinn loves fire - Muhammad and Allah included. I 
share this because of the impact it has on two of the most troubling 
narratives in the Qur'an. And those passages, surprisingly enough, 
don't include the Satanic Verses, in which Muhammad received 
scripture from Lucifer. They are instead ones in which Satan’s jinn are 
used to endorse the Qur'an. 

The first of these demonic interludes begins, like so many others, with a threatening rant 
before it torments us with nonsense. Qur'an 46:27 "We have destroyed habitations all 
around you, having explained Our signs in different ways to them that they may turn 
back. Why then did the gods they had taken apart from Allah as protectors not come to 
their aid? In fact they strayed away from them." This is weird. Did the other gods stray 
away from men, making them real, or did men stray away from the other gods, making 
the condemnation irrelevant? 

"It was all a lie what they had contrived!" After enduring a litany of 
Muhammad’s whoppers, that's quite a claim. But nothing compared to this... 
Qur'an 46:29 "Remember when We turned a company of jinn towards you to 
listen to the Qur'an? They arrived when it was being recited, and they said: 'Keep 
silent.' When it was over they came back to their tribe, warning them: 'O our 
people [fellow demonic jinn], we have listened to a Book which has come down 
after Moses, confirming what was sent down before it, showing the way to the 
truth and a path that is straight." The jinn are endorsing the Qur'an as being 
truthful, a straight path. That's like Churchill asking Nazis to confirm his policies. 
Can you imagine a god so desperate he'd solicit demonic assistance? The Good 
Housekeeping Seal-of-Approval, this is not. 

And it didn't stop there. The demons went on to say: Qur'an 46:31 
"Jinn, listen to [Muhammad] the Messenger of Allah, and believe in 
him, so that He may forgive you your sins and save you from a 
painful doom." Satan’s demonic spirits just proclaimed that 
Muhammad was their savior and their messenger. Either 
Muhammad’s Qur'an recital was so convicting it saved devils or the 
devils are deceiving men by calling his lie "true." You make the call. 

Back in Paradise, the Prophet's Companions explain, Tabari I:273 "Iblis was 
cursed, and Adam settled in. Adam used to go about all alone, not having a 
spouse to dwell with. He fell asleep, and when he woke up, he found sitting at his 
head a woman who had been created by Allah from his rib. [I know you've 
heard this before. So had Muhammad.] He asked her what she was, and she 
replied, 'A woman.' He asked for what purpose she had been created, and she 
replied, 'For you to dwell with me.' The angels, looking to find out the extent of 
Adam's knowledge, asked him her name. He replied, 'Eve, because she was 
created from a living thing.' And Allah said, 'Adam, dwell in Paradise! Eat freely 



of its plenty wherever you wish.'" The omission of God’s warning not to eat of the 
tree of the Knowledge of Good and Evil may not have been left out of this 
account by accident. In Islam there is no choice, therefore, no reason for the tree. 
While it exists in other variations, it serves no purpose. Man is predestined to his 
fate. The reason for the tree in Genesis is to provide Adam with a choice. And it is 
the same choice we must all make - love God or reject him. Love cannot be 
compelled. Even God can't require love. 

A Tradition reveals: "He then cast slumber upon Adam as we have heard from 
the people of the Torah among the people of the Book." I'm told that confession 
is good for the soul. At least they had the good sense and common courtesy to 
say where Muhammad stole his material. 

Tabari I:275 "Iblis wanted to meet them in Paradise, but the keepers prevented him from 
entering. He went to a snake, an animal with four feet like a camel. Iblis tried to persuade 
it to let him enter its mouth and take him to Adam. The snake agreed, passed by the 
keepers, and entered without their knowledge, because that was Allah’s plan." If Allah’s 
plan was to help Satan deceive man, you know whose side Allah was on. 

"Iblis talked to Adam from the mouth of the snake, but Adam paid no attention 
to him. So Iblis said, 'Adam, may I lead you to the tree of eternity and a power 
that never decays.... Both you and Eve will have eternal life and will never die.'" 
Since there was no death or dying in Paradise, how would Adam know what 
decay was? How could he be enticed to be eternal when he was created that 
way? "I give you good advice. But by tearing their clothes, Iblis wanted to show 
them their secret parts, which had been concealed from them. From his reading 
of the books of the angels, he knew what Adam did not, that they had secret 
parts." Wait a minute. Adam was supposed to be smart and the angels stupid. 
Now we're told the angels are smart enough to have books and Adam is 
oblivious. 

Tabari I:276 "Adam refused to eat but Eve came forward and ate. Then she said, 
'Eat, Adam. I have and it has done me no harm.' But when Adam ate, their 
secret parts became apparent to them and they started to cover themselves with 
leaves of Paradise stitched together. [Qur'an 7:22]" I don't get it. Why would 
showing Adam and Eve their private parts seduce them into rebellion? If sex isn't 
good, why is it the essence of Islamic Paradise? 

As you might expect, there is more than one version of this story. So for some 
comic relief let's look at another variant: Tabari I:276 "Iblis proposed to the 
animals on earth that they should take him into Paradise so that he could speak 
with Adam and his spouse, but every animal refused. Finally, he spoke to the 
snake. It was dressed and walking on four feet, but Allah then undressed it and 
made it walk on its belly." Conjuring up the image of a dressed snake walking 
with a fiery jinn in its mouth, on four feet, being undressed by god, takes some 
doing. 



Over the next few pages, the man solely responsible for inventing Islam, Allah, 
and the Qur'an said, "The tree's branches were intertwined and it bore fruit 
which the angels ate to live eternally." Then, "Adam went inside the tree to 
hide." And, "Eve cut the tree and it bled. The feather that covered Adam and 
Eve dropped off." So, Tabari I:278 "Now Eve, as you caused the tree to bleed, you 
will bleed every new moon, and you, snake, I will cut off your feet and you will 
walk slithering on your face." For giggles: "Some camels were originally jinn." 
And: Tabari I:279 "It was a tree which made whoever ate from it defecate. But 
there must be no faeces in Paradise." Since the angels ate from it to live 
eternally, where might they have answered the call of nature? 

For another insight into the mind of Muhammad and therefore into the 
character of his god: Tabari I:280 "Allah said, 'It is My obligation to make her 
bleed once every month as she made this tree bleed. I must also make Eve 
stupid, although I created her intelligent.'" Zayd, Muhammad’s adopted son 
said, Tabari I:280 "Because Allah afflicted Eve, all of the women of the world 
menstruate and are stupid." It’s a wonder there are any Muslim women. It’s a 
wonder feminist organizations are silent. Why do they tolerate a doctrine that 
demeans six hundred million women? 

Tabari I:281 "I heard him swear by Allah unequivocally, 'As long as Adam was in 
his right mind, he would never have eaten from the tree. Eve gave him wine and 
got him drunk. She led him to the tree.'" Muhammad didn't like women very 
much. Bukhari:V4B55N547 "The Prophet said, 'But for the Israelis, meat would 
not decay, and if it were not for Eve, wives would never betray their husbands.'" 
He didn't like Jews, either. 

Tabari I:282 "The Messenger said, 'Friday was the Lord of Days. On Friday, Adam 
was created and cast down to earth. The duration of Adam and Eve's stay in 
Paradise was five hours.'" As usual, Muhammad had a reason for enduring the 
criticism these preposterous accounts surely brought him. Friday was important. 
Muhammad and his followers had observed the Jewish Sabbath and prayed 
facing the Temple Mount in Jerusalem. (It seemed only natural; they had taken 
everything else from Jews.) But eventually the Jews in Yathrib, today’s Medina, 
mocked the Messenger one too many times. So Muhammad decided to 
differentiate his Islam from the religion of his tormentors. Saturday was theirs. 
Sunday was taken, something about a resurrection. Friday became the lord of 
days. All Muhammad needed was a little justification. 

What do you suppose happened to Adam once he was deported? The Bible picks 
up the story in Mesopotamia, where recorded history began, but not Islam. 
Muhammad had another agenda. Tabari I:290 "Allah cast Adam down to earth. 
The place where he fell down was the land of India." Why India, you ask? 
Because: "When Adam was cast down there, some of the smell of Paradise clung 
to India's trees." Aisha, Muhammad’s wife told us that he said, "The things I love 
most are women and perfume." The Prophet was simply trying to excuse his 



preoccupation with smelling good. If his perfumes were created in paradise, 
smelling good was religious rather than self-indulgent. 

Tabari I:291 "Adam was cast down in India and Eve in Juddah. He went in search 
of her, and eventually they were united. Eve drew near him, hence Muzdalifah. 
They recognized each other, hence Arafat. And they were united in Jam, hence 
Jam." If the India story was conceived to rationalize the prophet's obsession with 
perfume, why this elaborate tale? It’s all about Muhammad’s third and fourth 
vices - power and money. He wanted to legitimize and then control the pagan 
hajj. It was the source of the region's power and wealth during his day. Each of 
the places Muhammad claims the amorous couple traversed were just outside 
Mecca. Going to them was part of the pagan rites he later incorporated into 
Islam. So he was validating his claim to the religious scam he would soon steal. 

Tabari was criticized for these stories. So he said, "The soundness of this is 
established by a report serving as conclusive proof that Adam was cast down in 
India. It is rejected neither by the Muslim scholars nor by the people of the Torah 
and Gospel. Proof is firmly established by reports from some of them." As you 
have seen, justifying the unjustifiable has caused Muslims to latch on to 
imaginary verifications. There is nothing in the Torah or Gospels that says Adam 
was dropped in India. The Biblical Garden of Eden was on Earth, not heaven; it 
was located near the headwaters of the Tigris and Euphrates Rivers and the 
Black Sea. 

Tabari I:292 "It has been mentioned that the summit of the mountain upon 
which Adam was cast down is one of those closest to heaven. When Adam was 
cast upon it his feet were on it while his head was in heaven. He heard the songs 
of the angels. The angels were afraid of him so his size was reduced." The Islamic 
heaven must be very low. 

Knowing Muhammad, there had to be an ulterior motive. The prophet was 
trying to rationalize something. What do you suppose it was this time? Tabari 
I:293 "When Allah cast Adam down from Paradise, Adam's feet were on earth 
while his head was in heaven. He became too familiar with the angels and they 
were in awe of him so much so that they complained to Allah in their various 
prayers. Allah, therefore, lowered Adam. But Adam missed what he used to hear 
from the angels and felt lonely. He complained to Allah and was sent to Mecca. 
On the way every place where he set foot became a village, and the interval 
between his steps became a desert until he reached Mecca." 

We're getting close. It’s important for Muhammad, and thus Islam, to place 
Adam in Mecca. Could there be more? "Allah sent down a jewel of Paradise 
where the House [Ka'aba] is located today. Adam continued to circumambulate 
it until Allah sent down the Flood." There you have it. To make the insignificant 
pagan Ka'aba seem godly and important, and to have the stone that 
represented the most senior idol of the Meccan pantheon appear like it belonged 
to Islam, we see Allah sending Adam to the Ka'aba and giving him his Black 



Stone. We even have Adam circumambulate it like a good Muslim for a thousand 
years, helping to justify Islamic ritual. Muhammad was not only the world's worst 
prophet, he was the world's most transparent liar. 

Now all Muhammad needed to do was connect the Ka'aba to Abraham so he 
could rationalize Islam’s reliance on the Hebrew Bible. With the Bible snagged, 
he had himself a religion. Tabari I:293 "That jewel was lifted up until Allah sent 
Abraham to (re)build the House. This is meant by Allah’s word, 'And We 
established for Abraham the place of the House as residence.' [Qur'an 22:26]" 
Muhammad was as predictable as sunrise. 

You probably noticed the (re) before build. In the creation account Allah built the Ka'aba himself. 
Then it was built by Adam. Now we are told that Abraham built it. So I ask you: how many times 
should a prophet be allowed to contradict himself before he is no longer considered a prophet? 

The legends behind the Ka'aba are essential to Islam. If they don't make sense, neither does the 
religion. Tabari I:293 "Allah founded the House together with Adam. Adam's head was in heaven 
while his feet were upon the earth. The angels were afraid so his size was reduced to sixty cubits 
(30 meters). Adam was sad because he missed the angelic songs. He complained, and Allah said, 
'Adam, I have cast down a house for you to circumambulate, as one circumambulates My 
Throne.' Adam came to the House, and he and the prophets after him circumambulated it." In this 
account we have the Ka'aba being built in heaven and also being built cooperatively by Adam and 
Allah. Either way, it's a wonder the Islamic god would take credit for building something so 
crude and unsightly. 

Reducing Adam is a fairytale. As is the desert forming between his strides and villages cropping 
up in his footsteps. So then, when does the make-believe world of Islam end and the real world 
begin? When do we move out of fiction and into nonfiction? Stated another way, can you trust a 
man who is willing to base his religion on stories this farfetched? If he had to deceive us to make 
the Ka'aba seem worthy of devotion, is it? 

Tabari I:294 "When Adam's size was lowered to sixty cubits, he started to say, 'My lord! I was 
your protégé in Your House, having no Lord but You to protect me. There I had plenty to eat and 
could dwell wherever I wanted. But then You cast me down to this holy mountain. There I used 
to hear the voices of the angels and see them crowd around Your Throne and enjoy the sweet 
smell of Paradise. Then you cut me off from these things." 

This is a confession. Muhammad saw himself as Allah’s protégé - if not as Allah 
himself. He constantly looked for people to protect him, and as an orphan, he 
was deprived of food. His own tribe became so disgusted with his continual 
taunts they made travel difficult for him. He was consumed with a desire to 
make Allah’s House and Mecca both his and important. He indulged in the sweet 
smell of perfume and repeatedly claimed that he could hear the angels. What's 
more, his Qur'an is filled with complaints. 

Muhammad couldn't even keep his own twisted version of Adam straight. Listen 
to this excerpt in which the prophet's indulgences were falsely manifest in Adam: 
Tabari I:318 "He built for himself cities and castles and populated them and 
made them prosperous. He also assembled weapons and established a cavalry. 



At the end of his life, he became a tyrant. He took the name of Adam and said, 
'If someone calls me by any other name, I shall cut off his hand.' He married 
thirty women and they gave him many offspring. He liked them and promoted 
them so that later kings were their offspring. His realm expanded greatly." 
Muhammad just couldn't help himself. He used a twisted caricature of Adam to 
make his warped existence seem godly. Muslims want us to believe that Adam, 
like Muhammad, was a warrior, an unbridled libertine, a prophet, and a 
politician who hated nicknames. 

Yes, according to Islam, Adam was just like Muhammad: Tabari I:319 "Adam and 
his descendants were prophets with royal authority and rulership on Earth. Allah 
made him a prophet and messenger to his children. He revealed to Adam 
twenty-one scrolls. Adam was taught them by Gabriel and wrote them down 
with his own hand. Among the things Allah revealed to Adam was the 
prohibition against eating dead animals and pork. He also revealed to him the 
letters of the alphabet on twenty-one leaves." Writing began with pictures, not 
letters. And since we know it, how did it escape their god's grasp? 

While that's a detail, there's a bigger issue at stake. Muhammad’s absurd and 
transparent bastardization of Biblical characters was essential to establishing his 
credibility and thus to imposing his religion. Ultimately, exposing Muhammad’s 
motivation for doing so is central to understanding the mess the world is in 
today. 

As we continue the story of the Islamic Adam, pay attention to 
three things. First, the details: megalomaniacs are so full of 
themselves they get carried away. They present their 
preposterous notions as if they were divinely inspired. Second, 
the worst part of lying is remembering what you said. Most 
everything Muhammad reveals contradicts something he has or 
will profess. Third, each tradition invariably devolves into 
making Muhammad seem prophetic, or Mecca, its Ka'aba, and 
ritual, seem divine. 

Tabari I:294 "When Allah saw the nakedness of Adam and Eve, He commanded Adam to 
slaughter a ram from the eight couple of small cattle He had sent down from Paradise. Adam took 
its wool, and Eve spun it. He and Eve wove it. Adam made a coat for himself, and a shift and veil 
for Eve. They put on that clothing. Then Allah revealed to Adam, 'I have a sacred territory around 
my Throne. Go and build a House for Me there.'" This time the clothes weren't provided by Allah, 
nor made of leaves. And to spin and weave wool, one needs a spinning wheel and a loom. Did 
Eve invent these? And speaking of Eve; in true Islamic fashion we are led to believe she was 
made to wear a veil. Adam made it for her even though they were the only humans on earth. Who 
was she hiding her face from? 

"Adam said, 'Lord, how could I build a house? I do not have the strength, and I do not know how. 
[Eve knows how to build a spinning wheel and loom from scratch, yet Adam can't pile rocks. And 
Muslims say that god made women stupid.] So Allah chose an angel to assist him and he went 



with him to Mecca." Angels, we've been told, were not as smart as Adam. Now they are tour 
guides and contractors. 

Tabari I:294 "Adam built the House with materials from five mountains: Mount Sinai, the Mount 
of Olives, Mount Lebanon, and al-Judi. He constructed its foundations with materials from Mount 
Hira near Mecca. When he was finished with its construction the angel went out with him to 
Arafat. He showed him all the rites connected with the pilgrimage that people perform today. 
Then he went with him to Mecca and Adam circumambulated the House for a week. Returning to 
the land of India, he died upon Mount Nudh." I'd bet my life that if archeologists examined the 
stones of the Ka'aba they'd find no evidence that they came from any of those faraway places or 
that the construction dates to 4,000 B.C. But the egregious lie was not without benefit. We have 
arrived at the motivation behind this fairytale: the rites and rituals of Islam as they were adapted 
and ordered by Muhammad. 

Everything associated with the pilgrimage had pagan origins. Nothing was Biblical. 
Muhammad knew the truth, but he was desperate to give the hajj a holy spin. His career 
was dependent upon it. And lest we forget, in our quest to determine his veracity, in this 
version Adam returns to India after a week of circumambulation. The last time we played 
this game, he continued to rotate until the flood. 

According to the third Caliph, Umar: Tabari I:295 "While Adam was in India Allah revealed to 
him that he should perform the pilgrimage to this House." As in: it already existed and thus didn't 
need to be built from the stones of four mountains. Then, "Eventually he reached the House. He 
circumambulated it and performed all the rites of the pilgrimage. He wanted to return to India. 
When he reached the mountain passes of Arafat, [the place of Muhammad’s farewell sermon] the 
angels met him and said, 'You have performed the pilgrimage faultlessly.' This surprised him. 
When the angels noticed his surprise they said, 'Adam we have performed the pilgrimage to this 
House two thousand years before you were created. And Adam felt properly chastised.'" Okay. So 
tell me, why did the angels go to Mecca to worship Allah if he lived in heaven? 

The pages that follow detail the origins of perfume and fruit. We'll take a pass on them and go 
directly to those things essential to Islam. As you read these words, remember that internal 
contradiction is one of the surest signs that something is false. Muhammad, we are discovering, is 
the poster boy for this dubious honor. And our boy's nose is about to grow a mile longer. Tabari 
I:298 "The Black Stone which was originally whiter than snow was brought down with Adam as 
well as the staff of Moses. It was made from the myrtle of Paradise, which, like Moses, was ten 
cubits (five meters) tall, and also myrrh and incense. Then anvils, mallets, and tongs were 
revealed to him. When Adam was cast down upon the mountain, he looked at an iron rod growing 
on the mountain. The first thing of iron he hammered was a long knife [also known as a sword]. 
Then he hammered the oven, the one which Noah inherited and that boiled with the punishment 
in India. When Adam fell down, his head brushed against heaven. As a result, he became bald 
and passed on baldness to his children." 

What was a rock doing in paradise? If one could take something, wouldn't they pick an 
implement more useful than a stone? Yet while that stone was worthless to Adam, it was 
supremely useful for Muhammad. He turned a Meccan meteorite into the creator god of the 
universe. But Allah’s stone was black. How and why did Snow White turn ugly? Muhammad 
said, "The stone turned black because it was fingered by menstruating women." 



A few more questions remain. If Moses was five meters tall, over sixteen feet, how did he pass 
himself off as being part of Pharaoh's family? And finally, how could Adam have hit his head 
against heaven by falling down? Perhaps this is a clue. Muhammad is telling us something about 
Allah and the location of the Islamic paradise. 

Why be so picky, you may be wondering? Ancient mythology and pagan religions are full of such 
nonsense. Yes, but Islam was invented ten centuries after the last pagan myth was conceived, so 
he is without excuse. More to the point, Muslims are killing us today because of Muhammad’s 
claims. Suicide bombers blast themselves into oblivion based upon this maniac's promises. 
Simply stated: a prophet who makes a practice of lying shouldn't be trusted! 

Muhammad’s promise of paradise for martyrs who die killing infidels can't be relied upon - 
period! Calling this verbal diarrhea "a religion" doesn't make it one. Right from the beginning, 
there has been a clear and undeniable pattern of deception and delusion. And it never ends. 
Muhammad was willing to say and do anything in the name of his spirit so long as it advanced his 
personal agenda. 

Muhammad, speaking on behalf of Allah in an Islamic Hadith says: Tabari I:301 "I shall have one 
of those houses singled out for My generosity and distinguish it from all others by My name and 
call it My House. I shall have it proclaim My greatness, and it is upon it that I have placed My 
majesty." Allah is bragging about a stubby pile of un-hewn and un-mortared rocks. His "House" 
didn't even have a roof because there was no wood for the beams, or carpenters in Mecca. "My 
majesty" indeed. 

Sounding more like Hinduism than Islam: "In addition, I, being in everything and together with 
everything, shall make that House a safe sanctuary whose sacredness will extend to those around, 
those underneath, and those above it." Some safe sanctuary it turned out to be. Muhammad led 
dozens of armed raids against the Meccans for control of Allah’s House. Even today, the Ka'aba 
is the cornerstone of terror. And please tell me: who is underneath the Ka'aba? 

"I shall make it the first House founded as a blessing for mankind in the valley of 
Mecca. They will come to it disheveled and covered with dust upon all kinds of 
emaciated mounts from every ravine, shouting: 'At Your service.' shedding 
copious tears and noisily proclaiming 'Allahu Akbar!'" These are the words 
Islamic terrorists say before they commit murder. 

"You shall dwell there, Adam, for as long as you live. Then the nations, 
generations, and prophets of your children shall live there, one nation after the 
other." Outright deceit is another way to tell if someone is worthy of being the 
founder of a religion. There is no trace of a permanent settlement in Mecca, 
much less a nation, prior to the sixth century. Depending on whether you believe 
Moses or Muhammad, Adam left the Garden 6,000 to 7,500 years ago. That's a 
4,500-year error. The harder Muhammad tries to make Mecca and the Ka'aba 
appear credible and religious, the less credible and religious they appear. 

"He commanded Adam to go to the Sacred House which was cast down to earth 
for him, [What happened to building it and the rocks from four mountains?] and 
to circumambulate it, just as he used to see the angels circumambulate Allah’s 
Throne. The Sacred House was a single jewel [the Black Stone] I was told. The 



House was cast down being a single jewel." Those last two lines confirm 
something that Muslims vociferously deny. A "house" is a place in which people 
live. It is unlike a temple, which is a place people go to worship. Allah’s house 
was the stone. Most pagan gods were thought by their creators to embody the 
idol that represented them. Allah was no different. 

Tabari I:302 "Eventually, when Allah drowned the people of Noah, He lifted it 
up, but its foundation remained. Allah established it as a residence for Abraham 
who (re)built its later form." That's where all of this was going all along. 
Muhammad had to introduce Noah and then connect Mecca and Islam to 
Abraham. Allah’s Messenger turns both Noah and Abraham into prophets that 
are indistinguishable from himself. Allah, we are told, drowned everybody 
because they mocked Noah's message - just as he will burn those who mock 
Muhammad’s. Then he remade Abraham in his image, as a Muslim who was 
tormented and tested. These things were needed to justify his reliance on the 
Bible and make himself and the Ka'aba appear worthy. 

Tabari I:303 "When we were sitting in the mosque, Mujhid said, 'Do you see this.' I replied, you mean the 
Stone.' He said, 'You call it a stone.' I said, 'Is it not a stone.' He said, 'I was told by Abdallah bin Abbas that 
it was a white jewel that Adam took out of Paradise to wipe his tears - tears that did not stop for 2,000 

years. I said, 'Why and how did it turn black.' He replied, 'Menstruating women were 
touching it in the Jahiliyyah [the Time of Ignorance - i.e. pre-Islam]'" 
Muhammad valued the Allah stone as much as he despised 
menstruating women. His faithful managed to tie these things together. 

What you're going to hear next is one of the most diabolical doctrines of Islam: men and women 
are born to be tormented. They have no choice in the matter. Eternal damnation is god's doing, 
not ours. Tabari I:305 "Then Allah rubbed Adam's back and brought forth his progeny. And every 
living being to be created by Allah to the Day of Resurrection came forth at Na'm.n. He scattered 
them in front of him like tiny ants. He made covenants with them.... He took two handfuls and 
said to those on the right, 'Enter Paradise! And He said to the others, 'Enter the Fire! I do not 
care.'" A loving and merciful god if there ever was one. But beyond demented, this is further 
evidence that Allah and Yahweh are opposites. Yahweh wants us to choose to love him; Allah 
chose for us and he doesn't care, much less love. 

A moment's reflection on this doctrine renders an undeniable verdict: Islam is irrelevant. If all 
men and women are predestined to heaven or hell, faith is folly. Good works are no more 
valuable than bad ones. Rituals are ridiculous. Martyrdom is madness. Eat, drink, and be merry, 
for a backrub sealed our fate. 

Tabari I:306 "The Messenger said, "Allah created Adam and then rubbed Adam's back with his 
right hand and brought forth his progeny. Then He said, 'I have created these as the inhabitants of 
Paradise.' Then he rubbed his back with His left hand and said, 'I have created those for the Fire, 
and they will act as the inhabitants of the Fire.' A man asked, 'O Messenger, how is that? 
Muhammad replied, 'When Allah creates a human being for Paradise, He employs him to act as 
the inhabitants of Paradise, and he will enter Paradise. And when Allah creates a human being for 
the Fire, He will employ him to act as the inhabitants of the Fire, and will thus make him enter the 
Fire.'" In other words, he didn't have a clue, although he gives us a clue as to what he is like, a 



peek into his soul, into his religion, at his deity. His god directs the actions of men - good and 
bad. If we are to believe Muhammad, Allah is the employer of evil. And that's not good. Worse, 
he directs men to act badly so that he can punish them for acting as he decreed. 

(NOTE VVV DIARY ENTRY:  THE FOLLOWING PARAGRAPHS ARE 
NOT GOOD NEWS FOR OBAMA) 

Islam confirmed this fatalistic right and left hand stuff in a Bukhari Hadith and 
then again in the Qur'an's 56th surah. Bukhari:V6B60N473 "Every created soul 
has his place written for him either in Paradise or in the Hell Fire. His happy or 
miserable fate is predetermined for him." The Qur'an says: Qur'an 56:8 "Those of 
the right hand - how happy will be those of the right hand! Those of the left 
hand - how unhappy will be those of the left hand! ...Who will be honored in the 
Garden of Bliss; a number of the earlier peoples, and a few of the later ages, on 
couches wrought of gold reclining face to face. Youth of never-ending bloom 
[perpetual virgins] will pass round. Cups and decanters full of sparkling wine, 
they shall not be affected with headache thereby, nor shall they get exhausted 
[Allah’s Viagra?]. And such fruits as they fancy, bird meats that they relish and 
companions pure and beautiful with big eyes like pearls within their shells as a 
reward." A drunken orgy is the reward for being a "right hander." It’s no wonder 
they find boys willing to die for the cause. 

Qur'an 56:33 "Unending and unforbidden, exalted beds, and maidens 
incomparable. We have formed them in a distinctive fashion and made them 
virgins, loving companions matched in age, for the sake of those of the right 
hand." This view of Paradise is so vulgar, demeaning, sexist, and immoral, I find 
it repulsive. The next time you hear a Muslim say that the god of the Qur'an and 
the God of the Bible are the same remind them of their god's idea of a good 
time. The next time you hear Muslims condemn the West for its sexual decadence 
and perversion, ask them to read their Qur'an. 

This is the fate the sadistic god of Islam selected and then predestined for the 
"lefties:" Qur'an 56:41 "But those of the left hand - how unhappy those of the left 
hand. They will be in the scorching hot wind and boiling water, under the 
shadow of thick black smoke, neither cool nor agreeable. ...They will be gathered 
together on a certain day which [like their fate] is predetermined. Then you, the 
erring and the deniers will eat Zaqqoom [a thorn tree]. Fill your bellies with it, 
and drink scalding water, lapping it up like female camels raging of thirst and 
diseased. Such will be their entertainment, their welcome on the Day of 
Doom...the welcome of boiling water and the entertainment of roasting in Hell. 
This is indeed the ultimate truth." According to the "ultimate truth" only 1 in 
1,000 people will avoid "the entertainment of roasting while lapping up thorns 
and scalding water." 

Allah is fixated on tormenting his creation. He speaks of pain and punishment 
more frequently than any other subject - a thousand times in the Qur'an. And if 
"God" thinks this is entertaining, we've got a problem. 



Fortunately for mankind, Allah isn't God. He's just a warped figment of 
Muhammad’s sadistic imagination. And while that's good, it's also bad. Over a 
billion people claim to be subservient to Allah. Sixty percent are young, and many of 
them are willing to die for their virginal reward. 

“The story of Adam's boys is next.  

What do you bet Muhammad twists this Bible account for his benefit? Tabari I:308 "The 
story of Cain and Abel was told by Allah to Muhammad in the Qur'an saying, 'Recite to 
them - meaning the people of the Book - the story of the two sons of Adam truthfully...to 
the end of the story.'" 

So here we go: "Eventually, two boys, called Cain and Abel, were born to Adam. Cain 
was a farmer and Abel was a herdsman. Cain was the older of the two." Thus far, this is 
from the Bible, but there is an Islamic twist. "Cain had a sister who was more beautiful 
than Abel's sister. [How could that be if they were brothers?] Abel sought to marry Cain's 
sister, but Cain refused and said, 'She is my sister born together with me and she is more 
beautiful than your sister. I deserve to marry her more than you do. Adam ordered Cain to 
marry her to Abel. However, he refused." Muhammad’s preoccupation with sex was 
second only to his sadism. And Islam’s prophet, like his version of Abel, murdered and 
indulged in incest to satisfy his cravings. Muhammad married his son's wife simply 
because she was more beautiful than any of his. 

"Cain and Abel offered a sacrifice to Allah to find out who was more deserving of the 
girl. On that day Adam was absent as he had gone to have a look at Mecca. Allah had 
said to Adam, 'Adam do you know that I have a House on Earth?' Adam replied, 'Indeed I 
do not.' Allah said, 'I have a house in Mecca. So go there.' [In Islam, one thing is eternal - 
contradictions and foolishness. Just a few pages ago Adam was credited with building the 
Ka'aba] Adam said to heaven, 'Guard my two children.' [I thought he had four kids - two 
sons and two daughters. Don't daughters count?] But heaven refused. Adam addressed 
the Earth with the same request, but the Earth refused." Excuse me. In Islam, two things 
are eternal - contradictions and stupidity. 

"He addressed the mountains but they also refused. He then spoke to Cain, who said, 'Yes. You 
shall go and when you return you shall be happy with the condition you find your family.'" After 
some bragging and bickering we find... "Abel offered a fat young sheep and Cain a sheaf of corn. 
Finding a large ear, Cain husked and ate it. A fire came down from heaven. It consumed Abel's 
offering and left that of Cain. Whereupon Cain got angry and said, 'I shall kill you to prevent you 
from marrying my sister. Abel said, 'Allah accepts only from those who [love? No, sorry, guess 
again] fear Him....' One day Cain came upon him while he was asleep. He lifted a big rock and 
crushed Abel's head with it." 

The Islamic perversion continues: "Allah sent two ravens that were brothers and they fought with 
one another. When the one killed the other, it dug a hole for it and covered it with soil. When 
Cain saw that, he said, 'Woe to me! Am I incapable of being like that raven, so as to conceal my 
brother?' This explains Allah’s word: 'And Allah sent a raven to scratch a hole in the earth in 
order to show him how to conceal his brother.' [Qur'an 5:31]" Allah’s idea of dealing with guilt is 
to hide the evidence. 



I want to let you in on a secret. These fanciful tales didn't come from Allah, or even 
Muhammad’s vivid imagination. They were pilfered from the Jewish Talmud - an uninspired 
collection of myths and fables. 

With that in mind, let's spend a moment in the 5th surah. After a dialog between Moses 
and the Israelites in the wilderness, the scene jumps abruptly two thousand years back in 
time: Qur'an 5:27 "And relate to them the story of the two sons of Adam with truth when 
they both offered an offering, but it was accepted from one and was not accepted from 
the other. He said: 'I will most certainly slay you.' The other said: 'Allah only accepts 
from those who fear.... Surely I fear Allah. Surely I wish that you should bear the sin 
committed against me and your own sin, and so you would be of the inmates of the Hell 
Fire, and this is the recompense of the unjust.'" The Hadith we just read was designed to 
give the Qur'an the context it otherwise lacks. It explained the nature of the beef, or lamb 
as the case may be. 

You may have noticed that Abel is meaner in the Qur'an than he was in the Hadith. Like 
Muhammad, he condemned his brother to the Hell Fire. So the Qur'anic Cain and 
Muhammad have a great deal in common. 

Qur'an 5:30 "Then his mind facilitated to him the slaying of his brother so he slew him; 
then he became one of the losers. Then Allah sent a crow digging up the earth so that he 
might show him how he should cover the dead body. He said: Woe to me! Do I lack the 
strength that I should be like this crow and cover the dead body of my brother? So he 
became of those who regret." You will find a comprehensive analysis of this passage and 
others borrowed from the Jews beginning on page 51 of the Source Material appendix. 

The Qur'an abruptly transitions from crow behavior to a justification for genocide. Qur'an 5:32 
"For this reason did We prescribe to the children of Israel that whoever slays a soul, unless it be 
for manslaughter or for mischief in the land, it is as though he slew all men; Our apostles came to 
them with clear arguments, but even after that many of them certainly act extravagantly in the 
land." Not only is the causal link unintelligible, the moral lesson is insane. Allah is saying that it's 
okay to kill Jews if they're causing mischief (such as tormenting the prophet by scoffing at him). 
Allah is thus giving Muhammad a carte blanch for mass murder. And he took it. Muhammad 
slaughtered thousands of Jews in genocidal rage. 

This chilling verse exposes the real Muhammad/Allah. Qur'an 5:33 "The punishment for those 
who wage war against Allah and His Prophet and strive to make mischief in the land, is only this, 
that they should be murdered or crucified or their hands and their feet should be cut off on 
opposite sides or they should be imprisoned. This shall be as a disgrace for them in this world, 
and in the hereafter they shall have a grievous punishment. ...They would like to escape from the 
Hell Fire, but they will never succeed, and their suffering shall be eternal. ...He punishes whom 
He wills." Stunning, isn't it? 

“Throughout his creation account, Muhammad has professed to being an expert on Lucifer, so I'd 
like to share some of my favorite Satanic Hadiths. Bukhari:V2B21N245 "A person slept in and 
missed the morning prayer. So the Prophet said, 'Satan urinated in his ears.'" Satan wouldn't be 
troubled by a Muslim missing a prayer to Allah unless Islam served his interests. 



Bukhari:V4B54N494 "Allah’s Apostle said, 'When the upper edge of the sun appears in the 
morning, don't perform a prayer till it has risen. When the lower edge of the sun sets, don't 
perform a prayer till it has set, for the sun rises between two sides of the Satan’s head.'" 

Bukhari:V4B54N509 "The Prophet said, 'Yawning is from Satan and if anyone of you yawns, he 
should check his yawning as much as possible, for if anyone of you during the act of yawning 
should say: "Ha," Satan will laugh at him.'" 

Bukhari:V4B54N513 "Allah’s Apostle said, 'A good dream is from Allah, and a bad dream is 
from Satan; so if anyone of you has a bad dream and is afraid, he should spit on his left side, for 
then it will not harm him.'" The moral: sleep on the right side of the bed. 

Bukhari:V4B54N516 "The Prophet said, 'If anyone rouses from sleep and performs the ablution, 
he should wash his nose by putting water in it and then blow it out thrice because Satan has 
stayed in the upper part of his nose all the night.'" Thank you Dr. Muhammad. 

Bukhari:V4B54N522 "Allah’s Apostle said, 'When you hear the crowing of cocks, seek 
blessings. Their crowing indicates that they have seen an angel. When you hear the braying of 
donkeys, seek refuge, for their braying indicates that they have seen Satan.'" Based upon what we 
have heard thus far, the Qur'an and Hadith sound a lot like the braying of donkeys. Do you 
suppose we have seen Satan in them?” 

CONTINUED FROM TOP OF “WOULD YOU BELIEVE’? 

“…..If you're like most Americans, your defenses are raised the moment someone 
suggests that Islam might be responsible for Muslim militancy. You may think, as I once 
did, that all religions strike a balance between love and divine retribution, peace and 
punishment. But with Islam, that's simply not true. Their scriptures start out foolish, turn 
hateful, then punitive and violent. There is almost no mention of peace, tolerance, or 
love. We have been played for fools. And it was easy because only an infinitesimally 
small percentage of "infidels" have taken the time to learn about Islam. 

I wanted to know why Islamic terrorists thought killing us was good. Shouting "Allahu 
Akbar!" (Allah is Greatest) seemed like a confession, as did their parades. Muslims 
seemed ever ready to turn murderers into martyrs. Curious, I journeyed to the land of the 
suicide bombers. There, I asked a Mossad agent to arrange a meeting with a member of 
Force 17 (Arafat's Secret Service). This man in turn arranged for me to meet the actual 
terrorists - al Qaeda, Hamas, Islamic Jihad, al-Aqsa Martyrs' Brigade - so that I could 
ask them directly - eyeball to gun barrel - why they killed. He did, I asked, and they told 
me, "Islam." The terrorists said, "We are following Muhammad’s example, just obeying 
Allah’s orders." In my presence, blood dripping from their hands, they recited their 
prophet's speeches. They confessed - no, bragged - about those they had just murdered 
for the good of their cause. 

Now more curious than ever, I found copies of the five oldest Islamic books and spent 
two years studying Muhammad and his message. What I found was bone chilling. The 
depiction of the prophet by the most revered Muslim sources is horrendous. Nearly 
every page reveals behavior that is immoral, criminal, and violent. I soon learned just 
how fortunate we are that most Muslims don't follow in the footsteps of Muhammad - that 



most don't know their prophet, their religion, their scriptures, or their history very well. If 
they did, and followed Islam, the whole world would be enveloped in war. 

Over a billion people are slaves to Islam. The word means submission. Their scriptures 
order them to obey prophet, cleric, and king. As a result, Muslims in Islamic nations live 
with no freedoms of thought, speech, press, or religion. Unemployment, poverty, and 
despair run rampant. Every aspect of a Muslim's life is controlled by Islamic despots, 
Islamic law, Islamic scripture, Islamic education, and Islamic culture. Women are treated 
more harshly and awarded fewer rights than Americans give their animals. Muhammad 
gave men the liberty to beat their wives. Everyone is indoctrinated with the same 
message of religious intolerance, racial hatred, and violence. They hear it from their 
dictators, from their media, from their teachers, and clerics. A collusion of influences has 
annihilated truth and shut out reason. 

With their words, Muslims tell Westerners that they and their religion are peace loving. 
But this is because their holy books order them to deceive us. They are told to tell us 
"peace" until it's too late. America's president seems to have taken their bait, and the 
media doesn't seem to care. Yet Islamic history, both ancient and modern, shouts out an 
entirely different story. So which do you believe? If their words are true, why do you 
suppose they kill us? 

The answer is as clear as the skies over Pearl Harbor, as blatant as blitzkrieg. What did 
the insignias on the planes and tanks tell us? People don't kill for fun; they don't attack 
without reason. They must be motivated to risk their lives for a cause. If the bombers are 
suicidal, death must be more profitable than living. Someone must inspire people to 
hate, train them, finance them, equip them, and help them plan their dastardly deeds. 
The culture, doctrine, and people that aid in the execution of terror must have something 
to gain from causing the deaths of others. And well they do. Islam is about power, 
control,and money. It has always been about power, control, and money. 

Terror isn't easy, nor is it cheap. The culture necessary to breed terrorists is extreme. It 
requires tight controls, total complicity, and years of unceasing indoctrination. If we wish 
to survive, we must come to understand Islam - a dogma capable of corrupting men to 
such a degree they believe mass murder is a ticket to paradise. Ignorance of this 
deception isn't tolerance. Acceptance isn't compassion. Appeasement will not lead to 
peace any more than accommodating the "Divine Wind" of the Kamikaze suicide 
bombers would have advanced world harmony. 

All right. I've done a lot of talking. It’s time I asked you a tough question. What do all the 
Islamic states that recruit, indoctrinate, finance, harbor, train, equip, motivate, and 
reward terrorists have in common? Too easy? Then I have another question. If the 
answer is so obvious, why is everybody afraid to say it? Our political leaders are sworn 
to defend us. The media's primary responsibility is to ferret out truth. The truth is 
obvious, accessible, and rationally irrefutable. So why? 

Why do we continue to fund our own funeral? Why do we frisk little old ladies at airports 
while we stand by and watch our enemies develop nuclear and biological capability? 
Why did we push al-Qaedaaaout of Afghanistan into Pakistan, the only Islamic nation 
with nuclear weapons? Why did we fight a relatively meaningless megalomaniac in Iraq 



by forming alliances with the nations most responsible for manufacturing the actual 
terrorists who killed us? Who is responsible for this shameful state of affairs? 

We are. We get the government we deserve. Surrounded by information, we entertain 
ourselves with toys and sound bites. The answer to the most deadly question of our time 
isn't hidden. The evidence is all around us. 

During the promotional campaign for my first book on Islam, Tea With Terrorists, I sent 
every major media outlet and spokesperson a press kit. The opening paragraph asked 
the following questions: "Don't you suppose that the Chechen Muslims who laid siege to 
the Moscow theater shared something with those who bombed the Bali nightclub and the 
Kenyan hotel? Don't you think there might be a connection between the sniper 
Muhammad and the prophet Muhammad? Could the suicide bombers in Israel have the 
same spiritual leader as the suicide bombers of 9/11? Why have Islamic terrorists in Iraq 
killed more Americans than the Republican Guard? Where do you suppose these 
Muslim militants get their marching orders? Might al-Qaeda, Jemaah Islamiyah, Hamas, 
Hezbollah, Islamic Jihad, the Muslim Brotherhood, and the Taliban be following the 
same prophet?" 

Later that same week, Osama bin Laden issued a press release of his own. In it he 
answered my questions. He said the boys who attacked the nightclub, theater, and hotel, 
as well as the suicide bombers in Israel and America were: "good Muslims - zealous 
Islamic fighters following Muhammad’s example." Bin Laden was telling us who the 
terrorists really are and why they kill, yet we missed the message. Not a single media 
outlet tied these things together. 

Everyone went about their business obfuscating reality. They called the Muslims who 
murdered us radicals, militants, insurgents, extremists, or simply terrorists. 

Why are we so afraid to speak the truth? Here's a clue: on top of one of my press 
releases, a South Palm Beach radio host wrote this note in her prettiest handwriting. "I 
wouldn't promote your version of Islam even if I was an evangelical Christian on my 
death bed." Those who are paid to keep us informed have put their popularity and 
financial well being ahead of saving lives. And while this is symptomatic of why we are 
ignorant, I don't have a "version" of Islam. The only Islam I know is the one found in the 
Qur'an, the one preached by the imams and sheiks, the one promoted in the Islamic 
media, the one presented by the first Muslim scholars Ibn Ishaq and al-Tabari, the one 
recorded in the Hadith Collections of al-Bukhari and Muslim, the one Muhammad himself 
lived and taught, the one terrorists like Osama bin Laden practice. It isn't my version of 
Islam; it's theirs. 

How do you suppose Islam could be any different than the religion lived by its sole 
prophet, Muhammad? How could it differ from the doctrine espoused by its deity, Allah? 
If Islam’s prophet and god got Islam wrong - who, pray tell, has it right? I have no 
interest in interpreting Islam. I simply want to expose it. I'm a reporter, doing the job the 
media should have done. And I have a singular motivation. I want to save Muslims from 
Islam and thereby save Christians and Jews from Muslims. 

Yes, I know. Religions are supposed to be good. Most religious prophets are fine 
fellows, not terrorists, so all of this is a little hard to swallow. But one was a terrorist. 



Muhammad assassinated more journalists than any modern militant. He financed his 
religion entirely through piracy and the slave trade. This prophet was a genocidal 
maniac. Worse still, his "god" condoned terrorism, piracy, plunder, racism, genocide, 
deception, and assassination. Allah ordered his followers to kill us - and they did. The 
evidence screams out from the pages of the Qur'an and Hadith Collections of al-Tabari, 
Ibn Ishaq, al-Bukhari, and Muslim. 

The case against Islam is a lay-down hand. The paper trail, their scripture, points directly 
to Islam’s lone prophet. The blood evidence, both fresh and ancient, leads directly to 
Muhammad. We even have confessions - thousands of them. In the Qur'an, Allah 
commands Muslims to "wipe the infidels out to the last." Allah isn't the least bit 
ambiguous. In the Hadith, Muhammad says, "Kill any Jew who falls under your control. 
Kill them, for he who kills them will get a great reward." Today's terrorists are simply 
following their religion as it was originally conceived. Confronted with the evidence, one 
has to commit intellectual suicide to avoid seeing Islam as complicit in terror. 

The truth is obvious: the terrorists haven't corrupted their religion. Islam has corrupted 
them. The murderers are following their prophet's example. And while most Muslims 
aren't terrorists, all the really good ones are. They haven't corrupted Islam any more 
than the S.S. corrupted Nazism or the Kamikazes corrupted the culture of Imperial 
Japan. We have been fighting a war against the symptoms, not the source. 

The Nation of Islam has been at war with everyone, including itself, for 1,400 years. 
You'll see why Muslims celebrate their "victories," no matter how many innocents perish. 
You'll learn why their state-controlled media promotes terror. You'll know why their state-
controlled schools teach hate. It will become evident why imams encourage martyrdom 
and jihad. And if that were not bad enough, consider this: our oil money pays for it all. 

“…The five oldest and most trusted Islamic sources don't portray Muhammad as a 
great and godly man. They reveal that he was a thief, a liar, an assassin, a pedophile, 
a womanizer, a rapist, a mass murderer, a pirate, a warmonger, and a scheming and 
ruthless politician. It’s hardly the character profile of a religious leader. Gandhi he was 
not. 

(NOTE VVV DIARY ENTRY:  THE FOLLOWING PARAGRAPHS ARE 
GOOD NEWS FOR OBAMA) 

Islamic scholar Dr. D.S. Margoliouth sums up Muhammad in a paragraph that may seem 
shocking now. But once you've completed your journey through Islam’s earliest scriptures, these 
words will appear tame: "The character attributed to Muhammad in the biography of Ibn Ishaq is 
exceedingly unfavorable. In order to gain his ends Muhammad recoils from no expedient, and he 
approves of similar unscrupulousness on the part of his adherents, when exercised in his interest. 
He organizes assassinations and wholesale massacres. His career as the tyrant of Medina is that of 
a robber chief whose political economy consists of securing and dividing plunder. He is himself 
an unbridled libertine [morally or sexually unrestrained] and encourages the same passion in his 
followers. For whatever he does he is prepared to plead the express authorization of his deity. It 
is, however, impossible to find any Islamic religious doctrine which he is not prepared to abandon 
in order to secure a political end. At different points in his career he abandons the unity of God 



and his claim to the title of Prophet. This is a disagreeable picture for the founder of a religion, 
and it cannot be pleaded that it is a picture drawn by an enemy." 

According to the Hadith and Qur'an, Muhammad and his henchmen plundered their way to power 
and prosperity. Their bloody conquests rivaled those of the Assyrians, Genghis Khan, Attila the 
Hun, and more recently Adolf Hitler. But Muhammad’s murderous behavior didn't begin until he 
was halfway through his career. Therefore, I will address words and deeds that were simply 
foolish and immoral long before we arrive at those that were lethal. Yet it is not the immorality or 
foolishness of Islam that motivate me to share its story. It is Muhammad’s legacy of terror. So as 
not to lose sight of that reality, I'd like to present a handful of stories that depict what Islam did to 
the first Muslims. 

Muhammad became so afraid of being exposed, he ordered his followers to assassinate anyone 
who criticized him. The first was a poet named Ashraf. In an illiterate society, poets were the 
journalists of their day. Their words swayed public opinion. Ashraf recognized that pirate and 
prophet were divergent career paths, and he had the courage to say so. This Hadith is from 
Bukhari's Collection, Volume 4, Book 52, Number 270: Bukhari:V4B52N270 "Allah’s 
Messenger said, 'Who is ready to kill Ashraf? He has said injurious things about Allah and His 
Apostle.' Maslama got up saying, 'Would you like me to kill him?' The Prophet proclaimed, 'Yes.' 
Maslama said, 'Then allow me to lie so that I will be able to deceive him.' Muhammad said, 'You 
may do so.'" Islam gives Muslims a license to lie and kill. 

We pick up the story on page 94 of the History of al-Tabari, Volume VII. My shorthand for this 
passage is: Tabari VII:94 "Ashraf suspected no evil when Maslama cried, 'Smite the enemy of 
Allah!' So they smote him, and their swords clashed over him. Maslama said, 'I remembered my 
dagger and I seized it. I thrust it into the lower part of his body. I bore down upon it until I 
reached his genitals. Allah’s enemy fell to the ground.'" 

Ishaq revealed this in the Sira, or biography, of Muhammad: Ishaq:368 "We carried his head back 
to Muhammad during the night, saluted the Prophet as he stood praying, and cast Ashraf's head 
before his feet. The Prophet praised Allah that the poet had been slain, and complimented us on 
the good work we had done in Allah’s Cause. Our attack upon Allah’s enemy cast terror among 
the Jews, and there was no Jew in Medina who did not fear for his life.'" Murder and terror are 
Islam’s "good works." 

Ishaq:368 "Ashraf's body was left prostrate. After his fall, all of the Jews were brought low. 
Sword in hand we cut him down. By Muhammad’s order we were sent secretly to his home by 
night. Brother killing brother. We lured him to his demise with deviousness. We made him taste 
death with our deadly swords. We sought victory for the religion of the Prophet." Tabari VII:97 
"The morning after the murder of Ashraf, the Prophet declared, 'Kill any Jew who falls under 
your power.'" 

Ishaq:369 "Thereupon Mas'ud leapt upon Sunayna, one of the Jewish merchants with whom his 
family had social and commercial relations and killed him. The Muslim's brother complained, 
saying, 'Why did you kill him? You have much fat in you belly from his charity.' Mas'ud 
answered, 'By Allah, had Muhammad ordered me to murder you, my brother, I would have cut 
off your head.' Wherein the brother said, 'Any religion that can bring you to this is indeed 
wonderful!'" 



This man was crediting the religion of Islam for transforming his brother into an unthinking 
killing machine. The motivation was purely racist: Bukhari:V1B1N6 "Just issue orders to kill 
every Jew in the country." Innocent blood still dripping from his hands, Mas'ud proclaimed for all 
the world to hear: "Muhammad ordered me to murder." Today's terrorists haven't corrupted their 
religion; their religion has corrupted them. 

While hideous, this act does not stand alone. Soon thereafter, Muhammad ordered Muslims to 
assassinate Sallam. Tabari, Islam’s earliest historian, explains: Tabari VII:101 "They asked the 
Prophet for permission to kill Sallam. He granted it." Tabari VII:99 "When they got to Khaybar 
they went to Sallam's house by night, having locked every door in the settlement on the 
inhabitants. He was in an upper chamber. His wife came out and asked who we were. We told her 
that we were Arabs in search of supplies. She told us that her husband was in bed. We entered 
and bolted his door. His wife shrieked and warned him of us, so we ran at him with our swords as 
he lay on his bed. When we had smitten him Abdallah bore down his sword into his belly until it 
went right through him. 'By the God of the Jews, he is dead!' Never have I heard sweeter words 
than those. We returned to Allah’s Apostle and told him that we had killed his enemy. We 
disputed before him as to who had killed him, each of us laying claim to the deed. Muhammad 
demanded to see our swords and when he looked at them he said, 'It is the sword of Abdallah that 
killed him; I can see traces of food on it.'" Deceiving victims is still standard operating procedure 
for Muslim militants. Attacking defenseless civilians is the very definition of terror. And so is 
gloating. Today's Islamic terrorists are as eager as Muhammad’s original henchmen to claim 
"credit" for their deeds. 

Ishaq's Sira recounts a third Muhammad-inspired execution: Ishaq: 308 "Halfway to Medina, 
Ocba was called out to be executed." Since the other prisoners were being held for ransom, Ocba 
asked Muhammad why he was being treated more harshly than the other captives. "The Prophet 
said, 'Because of your enmity to Allah and to his Prophet.' 'And my little girl,' cried Ocba in 
bitterness, 'who will take care of her?' 'Hell Fire,' Muhammad responded. At that moment he was 
decapitated. 'Wretch that you were, [Muhammad eulogized] you scoffed at me and claimed that 
your stories were better than mine. I give thanks that Allah has slain you and comforted me.'" 
Allah condoned the murder in the 8th surah of the Qur'an, the 68th verse: Qur'an 8:68 "It has not 
been for any prophet to take captives until he has slaughtered in the land." 

Allah approved kidnapping for ransom so long as his prophet slaughtered first. Ocba said 
something Muslims didn't like, so they murdered him. No wonder authors, journalists, and 
politicians are afraid to critique Islam. 

Looking to rob a Jewish community for a second time, Muhammad had one of his militants 
torture an innocent man. The tale is recounted by Ishaq and Tabari. Tabari VIII:122/Ishaq:515 
"The Prophet gave orders concerning Kinanah to Zubayr, saying, 'Torture him until you root out 
and extract what he has. So Zubayr kindled a fire on Kinanah's chest, twirling it with his firestick 
until Kinanah was near death. Then the Messenger gave him to Maslamah, who beheaded him." 
Bukhari:V4B54N487 "The Prophet said, 'The Hell Fire is 69 times hotter than ordinary worldly 
fires.' So someone said, 'Allah’s Apostle, wouldn't this ordinary fire have been sufficient to 
torture non-Muslims?'" 

You will soon discover that the Nazi fuhrer and the Islamic prophet had more in common than 
just using fire to eradicate Jews. Beginning in the "Mein Kampf" chapter I will compare Hitler's 
Manifesto with Muhammad’s so that you might know how stunningly similar they are. By so 
doing, you'll come to appreciate the consequence of tolerating Islam. 
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Let's look at one more example. Ishaq's Sira speaks of the murder of another journalist, Asma bint 
Marwan. She spoke critically of Muhammad, telling her tribe to be wary of him. Ishaq: 676 "'You 
obey a stranger who encourages you to murder for booty. You are greedy men. Is there no honor 
among you?' Upon hearing those lines Muhammad said, 'Will no one rid me of this woman?' 
Umayr, a zealous Muslim, decided to execute the Prophet's wishes. That very night he crept into 
the writer's home while she lay sleeping surrounded by her young children. There was one at her 
breast. Umayr removed the suckling babe and then plunged his sword into the poet. The next 
morning in the mosque, Muhammad, who was aware of the assassination, said, 'You have helped 
Allah and His Apostle.' Umayr said, 'She had five sons; should I feel guilty?' 'No,' the Prophet 
answered. 'Killing her was as meaningless as two goats butting heads.'" 

These events are but a handful among hundreds of horrific tales of barbarism described in the 
Islamic Hadith. Many are far worse and include the enslavement of children, rape, and mass 
murder. 

What you are going to read from Islam’s most holy books will begin as laughable; the creation 
accounts are dimwitted to the point of being delirious. The religion's desperate grope to convolute 
the lives and times of Biblical patriarchs to establish a sense of legitimacy for its scriptures, 
shrine, rituals, god, and prophet is pathetic. As the chronology marches on you'll meet Qusayy, 
Muhammad’s great, great, great grandfather, and discover how he invented the five pillars of 
Islam as a mystic scam. 

The story gets particularly interesting at this point as we uncover what Islam has to say about its 
prophet's abused childhood. As a result, Islam, by its own admission, becomes a money-making 
scheme. Everything is driven by an unquenchable thirst for revenge and a man-sized lust for 
power, control, sex, money, and praise. And that's not my opinion, or even an interpretation; it's 
what the Islamic scriptures say. Then the religion becomes very dark. Muhammad’s first Qur'anic 
revelations are demonic, fixated on disgusting depictions of hell, devils called jinn, pain, and 
punishment. And that's the good part. The moment Muhammad and his gang slither out of Mecca, 
they pick up the sword and never put it down. What you are going to read from the Islamic 
scriptures will shake you to your core - you will be revolted and terrified - especially if you're a 
Muslim. 

And that is the purpose of Prophet of Doom . I want the world to know Muhammad, Allah, and 
Islam as they are presented in their scriptures. But that's easier said than done. While the average 
terrorist knows the Qur'an and Hadith nearly as well as I do, the vast majority of Muslims do not. 
Peaceful Muslims have been fed a fictitious picture of their prophet and god - one that's wholly 
inconsistent with their own scriptures. Clerics have lied to them just as they have lied to us. Yet, 
as I discovered in my meetings with them, the Jihadists have memorized the verses you are going 
to read. So if we want to know why they kill and how to stop them, we must come to understand 
them too. Otherwise we're flailing at the wind, spilling blood and coin while they grow more 
resolute. 

The Qur'an may be the worst book ever written. It is jumbled together haphazardly. It’s almost as 
if verses were tossed into the air, blown by the wind, and then pieced together as they were 
plucked from the sand. The 1st surah, or chapter, was never revealed, and it's written in the wrong 
voice. The 2nd surah was the ninety-first received chronologically, yet it is the first revelation in 
the Qur'an. The 5th surah was the last in order of alleged revelation. Muhammad claims that his 
initial inspiration can be found in the 96th surah, which means Allah’s initial salvo is tucked in 
the back of the book. 



Unrelated subjects are brought together without intelligent transitions. Allah’s book lacks context 
as well. It does not explain who is talking to whom or even when or where its narratives took 
place. But that's not the worst of it. The Qur'an is so poorly written that one in five verses makes 
no sense in any language. This is why Muslims don't want it translated out of Religious Arabic - a 
language few understand. 

And that's not the end of the bad news. Much of the Qur'an is plagiarized from uninspired Jewish 
writings, most often from the Talmud. Allah’s book is repetitive to a fault. The same stories are 
retold dozens of times. There are countless contradictions and a plethora of scientific and 
historical errors. What's more, the Qur'an's message is immoral. Allah approves incest, rape, 
lying, thievery, deception, slavery, torture, mass murder - even terrorism. 

The Qur'an begins as a mean-spirited rant. The eye witnesses, the men and women who knew 
Muhammad and Islam far better than anyone today, said things like: Qur'an 38:3 "The 
disbelievers say, 'This (Prophet Muhammad) is a sorcerer, a charlatan, a wizard telling lies. He 
has made the alihah (gods) into one Ilah (God). This is a curious and strange thing to be sure!' 
Their leaders said, 'Walk away from him...there is surely some motive behind this - something 
sought after - a thing he has designed against us...It is surely a forgery.'" Allah responded by 
threatening: Qur'an 38:8 "Nay, but they are in doubt about My Reminder (this Qur'an). Nay, but 
they have not tasted (My) Torment yet! They will be one more army vanquished among the many 
routed hordes.... They rejected my Messengers so My Torment is justified." This same rant is 
played out nearly four hundred times. Qur'an 74:21 "Again, woe to them; may they be cursed for 
how they plotted. They looked around, frowned, and scowled with displeasure. Then they turned 
back and were haughty with pride. They said, 'This is nothing but magical enchantment, derived 
and narrated from others. This is nothing but the words of a mortal man!'" 

The Qur'an's most repetitive theme - one detailed no less than one-thousand times - is a derivative 
of this rejection. Allah threatens all who deny Muhammad and Islam: Qur'an 85:10 "Those who 
try or tempt the believers will have the penalty of Hell. They will have the doom of the burning 
fire. Verily, the Seizure of the Lord is severe and painful.... Allah will encompass them from 
behind! He will punish them. Nay! This is a Glorious Qur'an." Qur'an 13:32 "Many an Apostle 
have they mocked before you; but I seized them. How awful was My punishment then! ...The 
unbelievers plot, but for them is torment in this life and a far more severe torture in Hell." Qur'an 
2:23 "If you are in doubt of what We have revealed to Our Messenger, then bring a surah like 
this, and call any witnesses apart from Allah. But you cannot, as indeed you cannot guard 
yourselves against the Hell Fire whose fuel is men and rocks, which has been prepared for the 
infidels." 

If the endless rant and demented threats were all that there was to the Qur'an, you could safely put 
down this book and ignore Allah’s foolishness. But I'm afraid I have some very bad news. The 
Qur'an's last twenty-four surahs chronologically, those revealed in Medina, are a call to arms. 
They are merciless. In them Allah says things like: Qur'an 9:88 "The Messenger and those who 
believe with him, strive hard and fight with their wealth and lives in Allah’s Cause." Qur'an 9:5 
"Fight and kill the disbelievers wherever you find them, take them captive, torture them, lie in 
wait and ambush them using every stratagem of war." Qur'an 9:112 "The Believers fight in 
Allah’s Cause, they slay and are slain, kill and are killed." Qur'an 9:29 "Fight those who do not 
believe until they all surrender, paying the protective tax in submission." As horrible as that 
sounds, it gets worse. Allah claims personal responsibility for terrorism, mass murder, enslaving 
women and children, deception, and thievery. 



Arguably, Islam’s most revealing book is the Sira, not the Qur'an. The Sira provides the lone 
account of Muhammad’s life and the formation of Islam written within two centuries of the 
prophet's death. It provides the context and chronology the Qur'an requires. Unfortunately, there 
is no surviving copy of Ishaq's manuscript called: Sirat Rasul Allah. Therefore, Muslims are 
dependant upon a significantly edited and abridged account by Hisham. His sanitized version of 
Muhammad’s words, dogma, and deeds was translated by Guillaume under the title The Life of 
Muhammad in 1955 and published by Oxford Press. 

Ishaq's biography paints an unflatering portrait of Islam’s unique prophet. I include thousands of 
Sira quotations in Prophet of Doom . Each references Ishaq's name as well as the page number 
the specific Hadith is recorded in Guillaume's English translation of Hisham's edits of Ishaq's 
Sira. 

The History of al-Tabari is by common consent the most important and earliest universal history 
produced in the world of Islam. It is written conversationally by piecing together Islamic Hadith, 
or oral reports, from the men and women who lived with Muhammad and became his 
companions. While each Tradition comes complete with a chain of transmitters, called an isnad, I 
have omitted the long list of Arabic names, as they serve no purpose. Islamic scholars believe that 
these Hadith reveal inspired behavior that should be emulated. They claim the revelations 
themselves were inspired by Allah, and thus are scripture. Collectively, the chronological Hadith 
Collections brought to us by Ishaq and Tabari form the Sunnah. The Sunnah provides the basis of 
Islam’s rituals, behaviors, laws, and conquests. 

Although the entire al-Tabari series of thirty-eight volumes was translated and published by the 
State University of New York Press, you will find volumes I, II, VI, VII, VIII, and IX to be the 
most revealing. They deal with Islamic creation, the Jewish patriarchs, Mecca before and during 
Muhammad’s day, and the rise of Islam in Medina. All Tabari quotations in Prophet of Doom 
include Tabari's name as well as the S.U.N.Y. Press volume and page number upon which the 
specific Hadith can be found. My review of Islam ends with Muhammad’s death, and thus the 
remaining volumes which chronicle the Islamic conquests of Arabia, the Middle East, Africa, 
Europe, and Asia, fall outside the scope of this volume. 

Al-Bukhari's Hadith is second only to the Qur'an in importance to many Muslims. It comprises 
what scholars consider to be the most authentic Traditions associated with early Islam and the 
words of Muhammad. Its Hadith are organized by subject: Book of Taxes , Book of Raids, and 
Book of Jihad are examples. An online Bukhari translation by Muhsin Khan opens with these 
words: "Sahih Bukhari is a collection of sayings and deeds of Prophet Muhammad, also known as 
the Sunnah. The reports of the Prophet's sayings and deeds are called Hadith. Bukhari lived a 
couple of centuries after the Prophet's death and worked to collect his Hadith. Each report in his 
collection was checked for compatibility with the Qur'an, and the veracity of the chain of 
reporters, or isnad, had to be painstakingly established. Bukhari's collection is recognized by the 
overwhelming majority of Muslims as one of the most authentic collections of Muhammad’s 
Sunnah." 

Finally, there is Muslim's collection. His work is complementary to Bukhari, as he was one of his 
students. Together these four books give the Qur'an the context it otherwise lacks, and they give 
Muslims the religious rites, rituals, and rules they would otherwise do without. In fact, Islam’s 
Five Pillars would not exist without the Hadith, and the Qur'an would be indecipherable. 



Speaking of the Qur'an, I encourage you to buy several because translations differ. I have elected 
to combine five into a blended version for the purpose of communicating the nuances of an 
ancient, and little understood, language into contemporary English. These include: Ahmed Ali, 
Pikthal, Noble by Khan, Yusuf Ali, and Shakir. I have corrected Allah’s grammar, pruned his 
unruly repetitions, and tried to identify many of his dangling modifiers. There are so many 
missing and meaningless words, I have left within parenthesis the additions Arabic translators 
made because without them Allah’s message is hopelessly muddled. Fortunately, by ordering the 
Qur'an chronologically, and by setting it in the context of the Islamic Sunnah, I believe its 
message has never been as clear as it is in these pages. 

Trying to hide the Qur'an's hostile and vile message, Muslim clerics claim that it cannot be 
translated. But that's nonsense. They simply don't want anyone to know what Allah’s book 
actually says. They know it's unworthy, hateful, violent, and intolerant. The Qur'an is very nasty; 
it's dimwitted, demonic, and deceitful. It promotes immorality and inspires terror. 

That is not to say that the Qur'an is completely void of rational thought. About five percent of it, 
taken out of context and mistranslated, can be misconstrued as peaceful and tolerant. For 
example, Qur'an 5:32 says: "On that account: We ordained for the Children of Israel that if 
anyone slew a person - unless it be in retaliation for murder or for spreading mischief in the land - 
it would be as if he slew all mankind: and if anyone saved a life, it would be as if he saved the life 
of all humanity." That sounds good until you realize that the line was plagiarized verbatim from 
the Mishnah Sanhedrin and that it's followed by Qur'an 5:33: "The punishment for those who 
wage war against Allah and His Messenger and who do mischief [non-Islamic behavior] in the 
land is only that they shall be killed or crucified, or their hands and their feet shall be cut off on 
opposite sides, or they shall be exiled. That is their disgrace in this world, and a dreadful torment 
is theirs in Hell." 

Muslim apologists say that the Qur'an is tolerant because it says: Qur'an 5:69 "Those who believe 
(in the Qur'an), those who follow the Jewish (Scriptures), and Christians - whoever believes in 
God and the Last Day, and does right - on them shall be no fear, nor shall they grieve." But this 
verse correctly translated says "whoever believes in Allah...shall not fear or grieve." 

Further, it must be plucked from its context, as it's surrounded by verses which proclaim: Qur'an 
5:13 "But because of their breach of their covenant We cursed the Jews and made their hearts 
grow hard. They change words from their (right) places [the illiterate prophet pronounced] and 
forget a good part of the message that was sent them. Nor will you cease to find deceit in them." 
Qur'an 5:14 "From those, too, who call themselves Christians, We made a covenant, but they 
forgot a good part of the message that was sent them so we estranged them, stirred up enmity and 
hatred among them." Qur'an 5:17 "Say: 'Who has the least power against Allah, if His will were 
to destroy Christ, the Messiah and everyone else on the earth?" Qur'an 5:37 "The [Christian] 
disbelievers will long to get out of the Fire, but never will they get out; theirs will be an enduring 
torture." 

This next verse also sounds tolerant, at least until you read what follows: Qur'an 5:46 "And in 
their footsteps We sent Jesus, the son of Mary, confirming the Law that had come before him. We 
sent him the Gospel: therein was guidance and light, and confirmation of the Law that had come 
before him." Qur'an 5:49 "Judge between them by what Allah has revealed and follow not their 
[Christian] desires, but beware of them lest they beguile you, seducing you away from any of that 
which Allah has sent down to you. And if they turn you away [from Islam], be assured that for 
their crime it is Allah’s purpose to smite them." Qur'an 5:51 "Believers, take not Jews and 



Christians for friends." Qur'an 5:59 "Say: 'People of the Book! Do you disapprove of us because 
we believe in Allah, and the revelation that has come to us?' Say: 'Shall I point out to you 
something much worse than this by the treatment it received from Allah? Those who incurred the 
curse of Allah and His wrath, those Jews He transformed into apes and swine." Qur'an 5:72 "They 
are surely infidels who blaspheme and say: 'God is Christ, the Messiah.' But the Messiah only 
said: 'Children of Israel! Worship Allah.' Lo! Whoever joins other gods with Allah or says He has 
a partner, Allah has forbidden Paradise, and Hell will be his abode." Qur'an 5:73 "They are surely 
disbelievers who blaspheme and say: 'God is one of three in the Trinity for there is no ilah (god) 
except One, Allah. If they desist not from saying this, verily a grievous penalty will befall them." 

Allah’s only interest in Christians and Jews is in tormenting them in hell. Qur'an 98:1 "Those 
among the People of the Book who disbelieve would never have been freed from their false 
religion if the Clear Proofs had not come to them. An Apostle of Allah came reading out of 
hallowed pages, containing firm decrees.... They were commanded to serve Allah exclusively, 
fulfilling their devotional obligations, and paying the zakat tax. Surely the unbelievers from the 
People of the Book will abide in the Hell Fire. They are the worst of creatures." The Qur'an's 
message is intolerant, hateful, and violent. 

There is another reason Muslim clerics and kings don't want the Qur'an translated. By so doing, 
their biggest deception dissolves. Muslims protest that Allah is simply the Arabic word for God 
and that we all worship the same spirit. But that's simply not true. The Qur'an says that "Ilah" is 
the Arabic word for "God" and that "Allah" is his name. Qur'an 3:62 "This is the true explanation: 
There is no Ilah (God) except Allah." Qur'an 52:43 "Have they an ilah (god) other than Allah?" 
Qur'an 5:4 "Pronounce the Name of Allah, and fear Allah." Qur'an 21:107 "Say: 'It is revealed to 
me that your Ilah (God) is only one Ilah (God)." Qur'an 20:8 "Allah! There is no Ilah (God) save 
Him." Qur'an 20:14 "Verily, I am Allah. No Ilah (God) may be worshiped but I." Qur'an 20:97 
"Your Ilah (God) is Allah: there is no Ilah (God) but He." Qur'an 59:22 "Allah is He, no other 
Ilah (God) may be worshiped; He is Allah, Whom there is no other Ilah (God)." 

This is important because the Judeo-Christian God, the God of the Bible, has a name: Yahweh. 
Not only isn't Allah Yahweh, his character could not be more opposed. Allah is a very nasty and 
deceptive fellow. Qur'an 4:142 "Surely the hypocrites strive to deceive Allah. He shall retaliate 
by deceiving them." Qur'an 68:44 "Then leave Me alone with such as reject this Message and call 
Our pronouncements a lie. Systematically by degrees, step by step, We shall punish them in ways 
they can not even imagine." Qur'an 89:23 "For His [Allah’s] chastisement will be such as no 
other can inflict. None punishes as He will punish! None can bind as He will bind." 

Qur'an 64:11 "No calamity occurs, no affliction comes, except by the decision and preordainment 
of Allah." Qur'an 96:15 "Let him beware! If he does not desist, We will seize him, smite his 
forehead, and drag him by the forelock! Then, We will call on the angels of punishment to deal 
with him!" Qur'an 74:15 "They have offered stubborn opposition to Our Signs. Soon I will visit 
them with a mountain of calamities, imposing a distressing punishment. For men thought and 
plotted; woe to them! They shall be cursed." Qur'an 74:26 "Soon will I fling them into the 
burning Hell Fire! It permits nothing to endure, and nothing does it spare! It darkens the color of 
man, burning the skin! It shrivels and scorches men." Qur'an 88:1 "Some faces (all disbelievers, 
Jews and Christians) will be humiliated and scorched by the burning fire, while they are made to 
drink boiling water." Qur'an 18:108 "Verily We have prepared Hell for the hospitality of the 
Infidels; Hell is for the disbeliever's entertainment." No. We do not worship the same God, nor 
follow the same prophet. 



To better understand the nature of Islam’s dark spirit, to grasp his twisted, mean, and violent 
message, I encourage you to browse the "Muhammad’s Own Words" appendix as time permits. 
You may want to begin with what the "Eye Witnesses" had to say as their testimony was 
remarkably accurate. Their view of Muhammad, Allah, and Islam is identical to my own. If you 
think Islam is peaceful, read quotes from the Fighting, Terror, War, Jihad, Martyrs, and Militants 
sections first. If you think Islam is religious, start with the Thievery, Murder, Torture, Deception, 
Megalomania, Money, and Lust categories. If you think Islam is tolerant, you should scan 
quotations under Intolerance, Jews, Christians, Women, and Racism. If you think we all worship 
the same God, read Demons, Allah, Ar Rahman, Hell, Paradise, No Choice, Stupidity, Islamic 
Science, and Allah’s Astronomy. 

If you have the time and fortitude, dive into the world of Islamic scholarship. The best research 
was conducted by Arthur Jeffery, D.S. Margoliouth, Sir W. Muir, Patricia Crone, F.E. Peters, 
Ernest Renan, Joseph Schacht, and John Wansbrough. For a little lighter reading, try Sir John 
Glubbs' The Life and Times of Muhammad or Mark Gabriel's Islam and Terrorism . 

If you haven't done so already, familiarize yourself with the Judeo-Christian Scriptures because 
Islam is based upon twisted Bible stories. At the very least read Genesis and Matthew so you're in 
a position to judge whether the original or the Islamicized version is more credible. While the 
Bible is unphased by Islam, for the Qur'an to be true the Torah must both be inspired by God and 
be wrong on every page. Also, consider reading at least one book on Bible archeology. 
Understanding the Bible's historic roots is essential if you wish to render an informed decision 
about the Qur'an's variant claims. 

Recognizing that most people don't have the will, time, or means to invest 10,000 hours into the 
study of Islam, I have done the heavy lifting for you. I have distilled Islam’s five earliest books 
into one. And rather than taking them out of context, I have organized them chronologically and 
woven them together. You will see Muhammad, Allah, and Islam as they really are. So that there 
would be no confusion, I printed their words in bold and my comments in standard type. You are 
free to read their words alone, interpreting them yourself. Or you can see them as I do. 

So that you might appreciate the consequence of ignoring Islam, I have included sections 
comparing the Islamic scriptures to Hitler's Mein Kampf . Formed as a religion to inspire 
martyrdom, Nazism caused the worst war in human history. Yet apart from time and place, Islam 
and Nazism are indistinguishable. Quotations from Mein Kampf are italicized so that they might 
be distinguished from the Islamic scriptures. 

As you read Prophet of Doom you will begin to question the validity of the Islamic sources. The 
Hadith and Qur'an are so errant historically, logically, and scientifically, you'll think that I am 
quoting from sources hostile to Islam rather than from its most revered scriptures. When you 
come to that point, I encourage you to visit the "Source Material" appendix. It is a scholarly 
review of the works that compose Islam, their inspiration, history, and authority. This analysis 
will be particularly helpful for Muslims, since their imams have lied to them about the nature of 
their scriptures. 

Most rational men and women will conclude that a god who is principally vengeful, forgetful, 
contradictory, and irrational might not be a god after all. But why should we care? It’s a free 
world and Muslims are entitled to their beliefs. What's more, Christians at times have behaved no 
better. Who are we to cast stones? The fact is, Muslims are killing us, and they will continue to 
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kill us until we have the good sense to understand the doctrine that drives them to such behavior. 
Besides, the Muslim world isn't free. It has never been free. 

Okay, so Muslims aren't free. So what? Why are their problems our problems? Because we are 
free. We have the opportunity and responsibility to diagnose this disease before it consumes our 
life, liberty, and prosperity as it has theirs. So fasten your seatbelt. It’s time to expose Islam. 

 

Bukhari:V4B52N50 "Muhammad said, 'A single endeavor of fighting in Allah’s Cause is better 
than the world and whatever is in it.'" Fighting is not only considered good, it's Islam’s best deed. 

Bukhari:V4B52N220 "Allah’s Apostle said, 'I have been made victorious with terror. The 
treasures of the world were brought to me and put in my hand.'" Terror is Muhammad’s legacy. 
His motivation was money. 

Bukhari:V9B88N174 "I heard the Prophet saying, 'Islam cannot change!'" It can't be reformed. 
Islam remains mired in deceit, hate, and violence. 

Bukhari:V4B52N260 "The Prophet said, 'If a Muslim discards his religion, kill him.'" This is why 
we must free Muslims from Islam. Without our help, death is their only way out. 

Bukhari:V7B67N427 "The Prophet said, 'If I take an oath and later find something else better 
than that, then I do what is better and expiate my oath.'" Translated into common English, he just 
said, "I am a lying scumbag; you should not trust me." 

BACK TO THE TOP OF  What Would You Do?                                                          
"I have been made victorious with terror." 

Suppose you stumbled upon the Constitution of an organization that was terrorizing the world. 
Would you ignore such a document, or would you read it? Suppose you discovered that this 
Constitution's most prominent themes were pain and punishment, thievery and violence, 
intolerance and war. If the regime's charter ordered its devotees to kill, plunder, and terrorize, 
would you sound an alarm? 

What if this Constitution was supported by a manifesto that contained the only authorized 
biography of the regime's founder, and the first devotees of this doctrine, its co-founders, said that 
their leader was a sexual predator, a pirate, and a terrorist? If you found such evidence, what 
would you do with it? What if this leader motivated his mercenaries to murder and mayhem by 
allowing them to keep what they had stolen in the name of the cause - their victim's homes, 
businesses, money - even their women and children? 

All right, no more hypotheticals. I'm going to share some passages from this Constitution - from 
the covenant of the world's largest and most violent organization. I have changed the names to 
disguise the source without altering the message. "Your leader has sent you from your homes to 
fight for the cause. Your leader wished to confirm the truth by his words: wipe those who 
disagree with us out to the last. We shall terrorize everyone who is unlike us! So smite them on 
their necks and every joint, and incapacitate them, for they are opposed to our doctrine and our 
leader. Whosoever opposes our doctrine and our leader should know that we are severe in 



retribution. And know that one-fifth of what you acquire as booty in war is for our great leader 
(the rest is for you). The use of such spoils is lawful and good." 

This popular and misunderstood Constitution says: "Fight them till all opposition ends and only 
our doctrine rules. If you meet anyone who disagrees with us in battle, inflict on them such a 
defeat as would be a lesson for those who come after them, that they may be warned. Slaughter 
those who disagree with us wherever you find them. Lie in wait for them. They are specimens of 
foolishness. Punish them so that our superior dogma and leader can put them to shame. If you 
apprehend treachery from a people with whom we have a treaty, retaliate by breaking it off. 
Those who do not think like us should know that they cannot bypass our doctrine. Surely they 
cannot get away. Fight them until they pay a heavy tax in submission to us; how perverse are 
they. Our leader and his doctrine will damn them. For anyone who offends our leader or opposes 
our doctrine will receive a painful punishment. We will burn them alive. So prepare against them 
whatever arms and weaponry you can muster, that you may strike terror in the enemies of our 
cause!" 

This Constitution is genuine, and millions follow its message. Exposing it - understanding it - 
might actually save you from the wrath it inspires. The covenant goes on to say: "Our great leader 
urged all who agree with us to fight. If there are twenty among you with determination, you will 
vanquish two hundred; and if there are a hundred, then you will vanquish a thousand of our 
enemy, for they are a people devoid of understanding. Our great leader drove your enemy back in 
fury. He motivated our side in battle. He made their citizens flee from their homes and he 
terrorized them so that you killed some and made many captive. Our great leader made you 
inherit their lands, homes, and wealth, and gave you a country you had not traversed before." 

This sounds like a terrorist manifesto - a covenant for war and genocide. Does anything this 
immoral, this out-of-touch with human decency, actually exist? If it did, and if it were this 
blatant, you'd expect to see its followers amassing their weaponry. You'd expect them to rise up 
and terrorize the world. Not only would they feel it was their duty to kill, you'd expect their fallen 
assassins to be immortalized - hailed as martyrs and paraded down crowded streets, banners 
waving, tears flowing, guns blazing, with angry diatribes spewing from hate-filled faces. You'd 
expect them to wage war under the guise of doctrinal supremacy, wouldn't you? And if there were 
such people, our journalists and politicians would have ferreted them out, exposed them, and 
protected us. Right? 

Wrong! With the exception of changing the names of the perpetrators and their victims, what you 
read is from the actual Constitution of an enormous, rapidly growing, extremely well funded, and 
horrendously violent worldwide cult. And as bad as that sounds, it gets worse in context. The 
manifesto proudly proclaims that unarmed civilians were annihilated by armed gangs. Men were 
decapitated on the orders of the dogma's founder. Thousands of children were sold into slavery. 
Women were raped - the leader himself participating. Townships were plundered, businesses 
were looted, and productive assets were destroyed. The villains slept in their victims' beds, 
abusing their wives and daughters. And each bloody affair was meticulously recorded by the 
founder's companions and later chronicled by the regime's most-esteemed clerics. 

It’s time to turn the page. Let's look at what the founder's companions had to say about their 
leader in his manifesto. Once again, I will change the names but nothing else. "Kill them, for he 
who kills them will get a great reward. Our great leader said, 'Our doctrine assigns for a person 
who participates in battles in our cause to be rewarded with booty if he survives, or he will be 
admitted into the Hall of Heroes if he is killed in the battle as a martyr. Had I not found it difficult 



for my followers to do without me I would have remained in army units fighting great battles and 
would have loved to have been martyred for the cause.'" 

The regime's founder is quoted in the doctrine's anti-Semitic manifesto saying, "Issue orders to 
kill every Jew in the country." He was asked, "What is the best deed?" by one of his devotees. 
The dictator replied, "To believe in me and our doctrine." "What is the next best deed?" the 
devotee queried. "To fight on behalf of our cause," he answered. At the end of one such conflict, 
one of the regime's lieutenants told his commander, "We have conquered another nation. The 
captives and the booty have all been collected. Now, my leader, may I take a slave girl from 
among the prisoners?" "Take any one you like," the warlord replied, raping one himself. Ever 
mindful of his duty, this regime's leader proclaimed, "Embrace our doctrine first and then fight." 
Followed by, "I have been made victorious with terror!" 

You have stumbled upon the Constitution of the world's largest nation - and it's not China or 
Russia. You've just heard the words of its founding father, and he's not Lenin, Mao, or Hitler. 
And today, this doctrine's adherents are doing what their founder and Constitution ordered: 
fighting, ravaging civilians, stealing the world's possessions, and using them to terrorize. 

Since it's happening according to plan, shouldn't we muster the courage to expose it - to speak out 
against it? Or should we remain silent for fear of offending them? The answer is obvious. Or is it? 
What if the names I substituted were Allah, Muhammad, and Islam? What if it's a "religion?" 

This "Constitution" is the Qur'an. The "manifesto" is the Islamic Hadith. The citizens of this 
nation are Muslims. They're doing what they were ordered to do. They left their homes to fight 
infidels; they stole our planes, ravaged our economy, and slaughtered innocents in the name of 
Allah. They even confessed to the crime. Yet not a single national spokesperson or politician has 
had the courage to hold Islam accountable. 

Criticizing a religion is something that makes people squeamish, especially in the paranoid 
culture of political correctness. Christians say that we are to love, not judge. Jews, after millennia 
of persecution, are terrified of even the perception of intolerance. Secular humanists, in deference 
to multiculturalism and the peace process, have sacrificed truth on the altar of their political 
agenda. So why upset everyone? 

Why? Because they will continue to kill us if we don't expose them. 

Before revealing what the Qur'an and Hadith have to say about Muhammad and Islam, I'd like to 
clear up a few inevitable misconceptions. First, on Muslims - I love you in spite of your beliefs 
and deeds. I would like nothing more than to free you from Islam. I agree with Renan, the famed 
scholar, who, after dedicating himself to understanding Islamic scripture, wrote: "Muslims were 
the first victims of Islam. Many times I have observed in my travels that fanaticism comes from a 
small number of dangerous men who maintain others in the practice of this religion by terror. To 
liberate the Muslim from his religion is the best service that one can render him." 

Second, on Christians, you are responsible for the awful mess the world is in. Christians have 
turned a personal relationship with our Creator into an emasculated religion, confused and 
aimless. In the name of that religion, they have perpetrated inhumanities. Today, for fear of 
appearing hateful Christians are apparently willing to let a billion people live in virtual slavery, 
perishing in ignorance and poverty. Tolerance of evil is not a Christian virtue. They are called to 
be discerning. 



Third, on Jews - I love you in spite of yourselves. Fourteen centuries ago your forefathers sold 
Bible stories to Muhammad and then mocked him when he goofed them up. By doing so you 
manufactured your own enemy. Now, you are a divided people, unsure whether to appease or 
fight the terror you helped inspire. As the world's most lettered people, I fear that you understand 
less than you know. I pray that you come to trust your God before it is too late. 

Fourth, on secular humanists, liberals, and agnostics - you are guilty of the very things you 
denounce in others. History is as condemning of man separating himself from God as it is of man-
made religions establishing themselves as intermediaries to God. The last hundred years have 
been especially indicting; atheistic doctrines have annihilated more people than all religions 
combined. Truth is not relative. Yet in today’s media, secular humanists judiciously edit under 
the guise of enlightenment. While irritating, this practice is particularly lethal as it relates to 
Islam. The errant recasting of the religion as peaceful, the reshaping of jihad into a spiritual 
struggle, the impression you convey that Islam is tolerant and that the terrorists have corrupted 
their religion, is wrong. Thousands have died in the wake of your illusions. 

Fifth,  on Islam itself - without deceit and sword, Islam would have been stillborn. An 
infinitesimal fraction of the one billion people subservient to Islam today actually chose their fate. 
In Mecca, fourteen hundred years ago, after a decade of preaching, as few as fifty men chose to 
follow Muhammad. But that all changed in Medina. There, according to the Qur'an and Hadith, 
Muhammad became a political tyrant, a terrorist, and a thief. His willingness to lead seventy-five 
armed raids against defenseless civilians swelled his ranks as swiftly as the spoils of "war" filled 
his pockets. 

Equipped with booty stolen from others, Muhammad and his followers conquered and then 
plundered their neighbors, starting with Arabia. The only choice they offered their victims was 
"your money or your life." Once subjected to their will, Muslims compelled submission under 
penalty of death. Islam is, and has always been, a doctrine devoid of choice. It prospers at the 
business end of a bloody sword. Soon you will see why. 

The vast preponderance of today’s Muslims do not know their prophet or their religion very well. 
Theirs is a life of ignorance, despair, tyranny, and mind- numbing ritual. They are kept in the 
dark, purposely deceived, for the benefit of cleric and king. And there is no incentive for them to 
learn. Exposed to the truth, they would reject Islam, a decision that could cost them their lives. 
The Qur'an itself confirms this startling reality. In the 5th surah, the final revelation 
chronologically, Allah ordered Muslims "not to question the Qur'an," for those who did, he said, 
"discarded their religion." In that light, we should feel good about freeing Muslims from the 
oppressiveness of Islam. For by freeing them we will free ourselves from the scourge of Islamic 
terror. 

Despite what you've heard in the media, there is but one Islam, a singular correct view of 
Muhammad, Allah, and Jihad. It is the one printed in the Qur'an and Hadith. There is no 
independent record of Muhammad in history from which a variant view may be drawn. The 
Hadith and Qur'an are the sole repository of information on this man, his times, means, and 
mission. The Muhammad of Islam, the god of Islam, and the religion of Islam must be as these 
sources present them. 

Lastly, Islam has no alibi, no reason to cry, "Unfair." The Qur'an condemns all non-Muslims - 
Christians and Jews as well as those who worship many gods and no gods. It is an equal 
opportunity hater. Its attitude toward unbelieving infidels is overwhelmingly hostile. A cursory 



reading of the first ten surahs is sufficient to prove that the relatively few nice verses were 
contradicted and replaced, "abrogated" in Muslim parlance, by a staggering number of nasty ones. 
In fact, the Qur'an was written to justify some of the most ungodly behavior the world has ever 
known. 

The simple truth is: good Muslims are bad people. Islam makes them that way. While there are 
plenty of "bad" Muslims who are good people, they are as impotent as bad Nazis in the Third 
Reich or bad Communists during Stalin's era. The Qur'an defines good and bad Muslims for us. It 
says a good Muslim is a Jihadist, a man who leaves his home, sacrificing his wealth and life, 
fighting in Allah’s Cause. Allah says they will be rewarded with stolen booty if they survive or 
with a heavenly bordello if they die. Bad Muslims, on the other hand, are peaceful. Allah calls 
them "hypocrites" because they are unwilling to fight. He even says that peaceful Muslims are 
"the most vile of creatures" and that hell's hottest fires await them. If you are a peace-loving 
Muslim, your god hates you. 

Good Muslims, those who read Islam’s scriptures long before I cracked their covers, planned, 
funded, staffed, executed, and celebrated the terrorist attacks of 9/11. They proudly told the world 
what they were going to do - terrorize Americans and Jews into submission. They boldly 
proclaimed why they were going to do it - for the advancement of Islam. They even told us who 
they were - good Muslims. But we ignored their announcements. It was as if on the morning of 
December 7th 1941, nobody noticed the rising sun insignias on the planes bombing Pearl Harbor. 
The bombers of September 11th 2001 wore insignias too. Theirs was a crescent moon. 

For those who support the politically-inspired notion that terrorism is not condoned by Islam, that 
terrorists have corrupted an otherwise peaceful religion, consider this. The world's foremost 
authority on the Qur'an is sheik Abdel Rahman. He was the senior professor of Qur'anic studies at 
Islam’s most prestigious university, Al-Azhar, in Cairo. Today, the sheik is a convicted terrorist, 
serving time in an American prison for the '93 bombing of the World Trade Center. If the Qur'an 
espouses peace, that's hard to explain. 

The conflict between truth and perception doesn't end there. Rahman’s disciples, an Egyptian 
sheik and a Saudi terrorist - Osama bin Laden - told a film crew that Islam was their motivation 
for the second bombing. "Everybody praises the great action which you did which was first and 
foremost by the grace of Allah," the sheik began. "This is the guidance of Allah and the blessed 
fruit of jihad... a beautiful fatwa. May Allah bless you." Bin Laden agreed. "We calculated in 
advance the number of the casualties the enemy would suffer, and who would be killed based 
upon the position of the planes as they hit the towers. I was thinking that the fire from the gas in 
the planes would melt the iron structure of the buildings and collapse them. This is all I had 
hoped for." The sheik replied, "Allah be praised." He shared how Muslims watching television 
"exploded with joy," telling bin Laden, "Egyptian TV ran a subtitle below the images of the 
crumbled buildings: 'In revenge for the children of al Aqsa, Osama bin Laden executes an 
operation against America.'" Bin Laden replied, "The brothers who conducted the operation knew 
they were on a martyrdom mission. Allah bless their souls." 

Al-Qaeda was actually accepting "credit" for a terrorist act it did not conceive. The plan was 
concocted, staffed, and financed in the al-Kod mosque in Hamburg, Germany. Today, the 
mosque's imam still preaches fundamental and uncorrupted Islam. He doesn't need to twist it, 
interpret it, or take it out of context. The imam's message is for all Muslims, and it is preached in 
every mosque. Listen as he reads verses from the 8th surah, the one I disguised earlier. These 
words come directly out of the Qur'an's "Spoils of War," surah: "Allah has sent you from your 



homes to fight for the Cause. Allah wished to confirm the truth by his words: wipe the Infidels 
out to the last. I shall fill the hearts of the Infidels with terror! So smite them on their necks and 
every joint, and incapacitate them, for they are opposed to Allah and His Apostle. Whoever 
opposes Us should know that Allah is severe in retribution. The Infidels will taste the torment of 
Hell. So when you meet them in battle do not retreat, for all who turn away from fighting will 
bring the wrath of Allah on themselves and their abode will be Hell. It was not you who killed 
them, but Allah who did so. You did not throw what you threw. Allah did to bring out the best in 
the faithful." Using this reasoning, it was the Islamic god, not Muslims, who flew the planes into 
the World Trade Center. "So, fight them till all opposition ends and Islam is the only religion." 

Now you know the truth. Allah wants infidels "wiped out and terrorized." That makes war and 
terror mainstream Islam. And Allah was just getting warmed up. "If you meet them in battle, 
inflict such a defeat as would be a lesson for those who come after them, that they may be 
warned. Surely the Infidels cannot get away. Prepare against them whatever arms and cavalry you 
can muster, that you may terrorize the enemies of Allah." 

Reading Allah’s orders out of the Qur'an's 8th surah, imams preach: "O Prophet, urge the faithful 
to fight. If there are twenty among you with determination they will vanquish two hundred; if 
there are a hundred then they will kill a thousand Infidels, for they are a people devoid of 
understanding." This is the math of terror. It is possible because infidels are ignorant of Islam. 
And you should know, the Qur'an defines "Infidels" in the 5th surah. "They are surely Infidels 
who say Christ, the Messiah is God." (5:72) 

So as not to be accused of unfairly singling out a less-than-peaceful surah from the Qur'an, listen 
to how Allah recruits suicide bombers in the 4th surah: "Those who barter their life in this world 
for the next should fight in the way of Allah; whether he is killed or victorious, a glorious reward 
awaits." "Urge the believers to fight...to keep back the might of the Infidels." "Seize them and kill 
them wherever they are." "Muslims who sit idle are not equal to those who fight in Allah’s Cause 
with their wealth and lives. Allah has exalted those who fight for Islam." 

The Islamic Sira proclaims: Ishaq:587 "Our onslaught will not be a weak faltering affair. We 
shall fight as long as we live. We will fight until you turn to Islam, humbly seeking refuge. We 
will fight not caring whom we meet. We will fight whether we destroy ancient holdings or newly 
gotten gains. We have mutilated every opponent. We have driven them violently before us at the 
command of Allah and Islam. We will fight until our religion is established. And we will plunder 
them, for they must suffer disgrace." 

Need more proof? Are the deeds of the most respected Qur'anic scholar, the words of the most 
illustrious Islamic terrorist, and the scripture readings of the most revered imams insufficient? 
After all, a senior Saudi sheik said we shouldn't listen to bin Laden because he was an 
"unlicensed cleric." Never mind that popularity polls show bin Laden's approval rating at seventy-
five percent among Muslims - much higher than any other cleric or leader. 

Then consider this quote from the Saudi ruling family's favorite imam, al Buraik. He's not only 
licensed, he's atop the pecking order. Prior to a telethon hosted to enrich the families of 
Palestinian suicide bombers, this esteemed cleric said, "I am against America. She is the root of 
all evils and wickedness on earth. Muslims, don't take Jews and Christians as allies. Muslim 
brothers in Palestine, do not have any mercy or compassion on them, their blood, their money, or 
their flesh. Their women are yours to take, legitimately. Allah made them yours. Why don't you 
enslave their women? Why don't you wage jihad? Why don't you pillage them?" 



Do you suppose the licensed Saudi cleric was corrupting Islam too? Sorry. It’s Allah who 
commands Muslims not to befriend Christians and Jews, for he wants them killed so he can use 
their bodies to stoke hell's fires. Qur'an 5:51 "O believers, do not hold Jews and Christians as 
your allies. They are allies of one another; and anyone who makes them his friends is one of 
them." Qur'an 2:10 "As for those who deny Islam...they shall be the faggots for the Fire of Hell." 
Islam’s god is a spirit of an entirely different color. Ishaq:327 "Allah said, 'A prophet must 
slaughter before collecting captives. A slaughtered enemy is driven from the land. Muhammad, 
you craved the desires of this world, its goods and the ransom captives would bring. But Allah 
desires killing them to manifest the religion.'" The Saudi imam has correctly interpreted Islam’s 
message. Bukhari:V5B59N512 "The Prophet had their men killed, their children and woman 
taken captive." Qur'an 33:26 "Allah made the Jews leave their homes by terrorizing them so that 
you killed some and made many captive. And He made you inherit their lands, their homes, and 
their wealth. He gave you a country you had not traversed before." 

The Islamic warlords who rule Saudi Arabia were enthroned by the British, by way of reward. 
The Brits bribed them to fight against their Muslim brethren, the Ottoman Turks, in World War I. 
Today, the Saudi dictators thank the West by manufacturing the terrorists who kill us. It’s hardly 
a coincidence that eighty percent of the 9/11 suicide bombers were trained in the kingdom that 
gave birth to Islam. Yet the Fahd princes meet with our president and protest incessantly to our 
media, professing that they and their religion are peace-loving. They are incensed when people 
blame them for the terror they have inspired. Forget for a moment that Muslim militancy is 
funded by the black ooze that flows from their sand - it's what they teach that's so devastating. 

Eighty percent of the mosques in America and the West were built and are staffed by the Fahd 
warlords. They also provide their terrorist manufacturing facilities with their reading material. 
The official Qur'an for the English speaking market bears the stamp of the Fahd Foundation. In it, 
right below surah Qur'an 2:190 , the Qur'an's first mention of Jihad, you'll find this passage: 
"Jihad is holy fighting in Allah’s Cause with full force of numbers and weaponry. It is given the 
utmost importance in Islam and is one of its pillars. By Jihad, Islam is established, Allah’s Word 
is made superior (which means only Allah has the right to be worshiped), and Islam is 
propagated. By abandoning Jihad, Islam is destroyed and Muslims fall into an inferior position; 
their honor is lost, their lands are stolen, their rule and authority vanish. Jihad is an obligatory 
duty in Islam on every Muslim. He who tries to escape from this duty, dies with one of the 
qualities of a hypocrite." 

There is nothing peaceful about Islam. Muhammad’s dogma breeds ruthless killers. At his 
direction Muslims will continue to terrorize the world until there are no more non-Muslims. So 
that you might know what Islam does to men, I have organized 2,000 Islamic scriptures by topic 
in the "Muhammad’s Own Words" appendix. Here are some exerpts from the Fighting, 
Terrorism, War, and Jihad sections: Ishaq:576 "Allah and Muhammad humiliated every coward 
and made our religion victorious. We were glorified and destroyed them all. By what our Apostle 
recites from the Book and by our swift horses, I liked the punishment the infidels received. 
Killing them was sweeter than drink. We galloped among them panting for the spoil. With our 
loud-voiced army, the Apostle's squadron advanced into the fray." 

Tabari IX:69 "Arabs were the first to respond to the call of the Prophet. We are Allah’s helpers 
and the viziers of His Messenger. We fight people until they believe in Allah. He who believes in 
Allah and His Messenger has protected his life and possessions from us. As for one who 
disbelieves, we will fight him forever in the Cause of Allah. Killing him is a small matter to us." 
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Muslim:C20B1N4597 "The Prophet said at the conquest of Mecca: 'There is no migration now, 
but only Jihad, fighting for the Cause of Islam. When you are asked to set out on a Jihad 
expedition, you should readily do so.'" 

Qur'an 61:4 "Surely Allah loves those who fight in His Cause." 

Ishaq:300 "I am fighting in Allah’s service. This is piety and a good deed. In Allah’s war I do not 
fear as others should. For this fighting is righteous, true, and good." 

Bukhari:V4B52N63 "A man whose face was covered with an iron mask came to the Prophet and 
said, 'Allah’s Apostle! Shall I fight or embrace Islam first?' The Prophet said, 'Embrace Islam first 
and then fight.' So he embraced Islam and was martyred. Allah’s Apostle said, 'A Little work, but 
a great reward.'" 

Bukhari:V4B53N386 "Our Prophet, the Messenger of our Lord, ordered us to fight you till you 
worship Allah alone or pay us the Jizyah tribute tax in submission. Our Prophet has informed us 
that our Lord says: 'Whoever amongst us is killed as a martyr shall go to Paradise to lead such a 
luxurious life as he has never seen, and whoever survives shall become your master.'" 

Qur'an 47:4 "When you clash with the unbelieving Infidels in battle (fighting Jihad in Allah’s 
Cause), smite their necks until you overpower them, killing and wounding many of them. At 
length, when you have thoroughly subdued them, bind them firmly, making (them) captives. 
Thereafter either generosity or ransom (them based upon what benefits Islam) until the war lays 
down its burdens. Thus are you commanded by Allah to continue carrying out Jihad against the 
unbelieving infidels until they submit to Islam." 

Ishaq:315 "It was so criminal, men could hardly imagine it. Muhammad was ennobled because of 
the bloody fighting. I swear we shall never lack soldiers nor army leaders. Driving before us 
infidels until we subdue them with a halter above their noses and a branding iron. We will drive 
them to the ends of the earth. We will pursue them on horse and on foot. We will never deviate 
from fighting in our cause. Any people that disobey Muhammad will pay for it. If you do not 
surrender to Islam, then you will live to regret it. You will be shamed in Hell, forced to wear a 
garment of molten pitch forever!" 

Ishaq:208 "When Allah gave permission to his Apostle to fight, the second Aqaba contained 
conditions involving war which were not in the first act of submission. Now we bound ourselves 
to war against all mankind for Allah and His Apostle. He promised us a reward in Paradise for 
faithful service. We pledged ourselves to war in complete obedience to Muhammad no matter 
how evil the circumstances." 

Equipped with this information, you may form some important conclusions. Islamic politicos and 
clerics are purposely deceiving us. The truth isn't hidden, nor is it hard to find. Our media is 
clueless, willfully ignorant. And the cost is high. Good Muslims will continue to wage Jihad until 
we stop them by eliminating their means and motivation. If we don't, they will kill us. 

As with the Nazis rolling into Poland following the "peace process" in 1930s Europe, the 
perpetrators of Islamic terror are inflamed by a violent and racist doctrine. They too have an 
agenda, and we are ignorant of it. If we had responded then as we do today, we'd be living on 
sushi and sauerkraut. 



In these pages you will discover Islam’s goals and read what it has to say about itself. You will 
see how violent conquest, racist genocide, and the spoils of war established the doctrine and 
turned a failed prophet into a world-renowned profiteer. I recognize that these words are 
incompatible with the prevailing wisdom of our politicians, religious leaders, and media. Yet the 
evidence is unambiguous and ubiquitous. The truth is undeniable. 

Islam rises and falls on Muhammad. He is the doctrine's sole prophet, its lone founder, its god's 
singular conduit. Yet Islam’s most revered books reveal that he was unqualified. By putting the 
Qur'an in chronological order, and by correlating it with the context of Muhammad’s life as it was 
reported in the Sira, Sunnah, and Hadith, we find that Allah mirrored his prophet's character. The 
Islamic scriptures demonstrate that Allah was too dumb to be god and too immoral to be divine. 
While that may sound spiteful, it's true. 

Since the world is awash in immorality and foolishness, I will strive to make this discussion 
germane, pertinent to our place and time. I will accomplish this by connecting the dots between 
today’s terrorist acts and fundamentalist Islamic doctrine. But rest assured, I will not critique 
Islam based upon isolated verses pulled out of context. I will not expose it based upon the deeds 
of its followers. Within most doctrines there are meritorious words and as many examples of 
good deeds as there are bad. Such an endeavor would reveal more about me than this subject. 
Instead, I shall focus this entire debate upon what the Islamic scriptures have to say about the 
character and deeds of the religion's founder, his god, and his companions, the original "disciples" 
in Christian parlance. But fear not. You won't be cheated. Islam condemns Islam sufficiently to 
persuade even the most ardent skeptic.”                                                                                                                                       
End of Excerpt ************************************************************* 

 …AND YOU, BARACK HUSSEIN MOHAMMED OBAMA, HAVE THE AUDACITY 
TO PRETEND THAT YOUR FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC POLICIES – USING THE 
POWER OF THE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT OF THE U.S. – ARE ANYTHING BUT 
MOHAMMED’S PRESCRIPTION FOR ISLAM’S WORLD DICTATORSHIP – USED BY 
YOU TO DESTROY AMERICA AND POSITION YOURSELF TO ACHIEVE YOUR 
GOAL, USING A MUSLIM MILITIA TO CREATE TOTAL CHAOS FROM THE 
MIDDLE-EAST TO THE WEST – SO THAT YOU MAY CREATE A ‘SHADOW ISLAMIC 
WORLD RULE’ WITH YOU POSITIONED AS ITS DICTATOR FOR THE NEXT “ ‘5’, 7, 
9, OR 19” YEARS BEFORE YOU ‘COME OUT’ AS ALLAH PRETENDING TO BE ‘AL-
MAHDI’ – OR SOMETHING LIKE THAT.  YOUR EVERY DOMESTIC AND FOREIGN 
POLICY MOVE HAS BEEN 100% WRITTEN BY MOHAMMED.  

AND, AMAZINGLY THERE ARE THOSE WHO THINK THAT HITLER AND STALIN 
WERE CREATURES OF FIERCER AND GREATER AMBITION – AND INSANITY -
THAN ARE YOU. HOW LITTLE THEY KNOW ABOUT ‘THE MIND OF A GREATER 
FIEND’.  

You, your cabinet, your congress – from Reid to Pelosi 
through - your czars, and every individual who has voted for 
FDR, JFK, LBJ, and CLINTON who made it possible for 
you to ‘come to power’ – are each and all as guilty as those 
who voted for you in 2008; Stalin and Hitler pale in the 



cosmic subterranea of your psycho-social ‘dark matter’.  The 
following chapters of ‘Treason and Shroud’ define this in 
ways that you’ll not get from the DSM-IV – or from 
traditional religious philosophies – it is pure science.  Oh, 
lest we forget “The Missus” – another ‘scary’ story…. 

How you got here is more than a story of a Communist-Liberal-Leftist 
infiltration in the U.S. and of betrayal by born and reared ‘traditional 
Americans’ turning on the country’s values ---  

…. there is also the story of the ‘formal religious’ 
institutional factions that are the ‘breeding troughs’ of 
political forces – incubating new payees in every womb – 
taught to conform to their respective versions of “Assurance 
of an ‘after death’ for Dummies” – a place of some sort of 
Nirvana, that is actually a ‘place’ of a ‘state’ of mind-
consciousness of an energy state that is higher than matter-
consciousness – but, again be that as it may - among whom 
are the American Jews who prefer assurance of a ‘here and 
now matter-state’ that is some sort of Nirvana. You’ve 
captured their allegiance – which you could not have done 
with the classic, traditional, European Jew who was Hitler’s 
focus – who, unlike the majority of the post-WWII 
American Jews, was highly cultivated; of a different psycho-
intellectual DNA. The European Jew was socially productive 
in the sciences and arts in ways that today’s American Jew 
is typically not, except in the traditional craftsmanship of 
‘Finance Capitalism’ and CDO’s. Hitler was terrified of the 

classic European Jew’s mental sinew - AND THE GREAT IRONY OF 
THE PAST 100 YEARS IS THAT ONLY A HANDFUL OF INDIVIDUALS KNOW THAT 
HITLER ACHIEVED HIS GOAL –  ON THE WORLD’S LARGE-SCALE SOCIOLOGICAL 
PLATFORM, TO WHICH HE HAD ASPIRED ‘IN HIS HEAD’: HE EMASCULATED THE ‘SOUL 
OF THE JEW’ IN ITS ADVANCEMENT WESTWARD.  FROM THE DENIZENS OF DACHAU 
AND AUSCHWITZ - HE ‘SPAWNED A NEW JEW’ – ONE THAT IS THE OPPOSITE OF THE 
GREAT ICONOCLASTIC JEW OF THE JOURNEY THROUGH THE WILDNERSS AND ITS 40-
YEARS OF ‘PSYCHO-SPIRITOUS PURGING AT THE BASE OF MT. SINAI – THE PUREST 
ALLEGORY BY WHICH TO UNDERSTAND THE ‘MISSING LINK’ IN PARTICLE PHYSICS’ 
TO THE ‘GUT’ -  ELECTRO-GRAVITY – IS THE STORY OF THE EXODUS; EVERY CLUE, 
AND MATHEMATICAL CALCULUS, IS KEYED IN IT, TO RESOLVE THE ‘GUT’ – (SEE T&S 
CHAPTERS FOLLOWING, ALSO, VENI, VIDI, VIXI DIARY ENTRIES ENTITLED, “TIME 
SOLILOQUIES”).  HITLER SPAWNED THE GEORGE SOROS KIND OF JEW, WHO WOULD 
CONTINUE HITLER’S WORK OF EMASCULATING THE SOUL OF JUDAISM - WHOSE KIND 



HAVE BEEN RUNNING THE  WEST’S JUDAIC DRAMA FROM A PROTECTED, COVERT, 
PLACE IN AMERICAN SOCIETY EVER SINCE – FROM BEHIND THE ARTIFACT OF A 
HOLOCAUST MUSEUM AND ANY NUMBER OF JEWISH ORGANIZATIONS.  

HITLER TOTALLY SUCCEEDED IN HIS GOAL TO EMASCULATE THE SPIRIT OF THE JEW 
THAT HE LOATHED AND FEARED;  HE ‘SUCCEEDED IN EUTHANIZING THE SOUL OF 
THAT JEW’.   

THE EUROPEAN-AMERICAN JEW OF TODAY WOULD BECOME THE JEW OF ‘HIS 
CRAFTING’ THE ONE, PSYCHO-SPIRITOUSLY OF A DIFFERENT KIND, WHO, 
OTHER THAN INDIVIDUAL EXCEPTIONS, BECAME THE JEW OF THE WESTERN 
‘MASSES.  

THOUGH, UNINTENDED, ‘THE INSTITUTIONAL JEW’ OF EUROPE’S WEALTH 
SURVIVED – WHO IRONICALLY – WOULD CARRY ON HITLER’S LIFE’S WORK;   

THEY WOULD CREATE A SHADOW GOVERNMENT ANCHORED BY A SYSTEM OF 
THEIR SELECTION OF ‘WINNERS AND LOSERS’ – AMONG THE NON-MONIED 
AND NON-SOCIALLY-PRIVILEDGED PROLETARIAT – CORRALLING THEM INTO 
SOCIAL SYSTEMS THAT WOULD EVALUATE WHOSE ‘CAPABILITY’ BELONGED 
WHERE, AND TO WHOM AMONG THEM’ – REINVENTING THE MONARCHY AS 
A ‘NEW DEAL’ - CONFORMING TO A REGULATORY SYSTEM OF THEIR VISION, 
THAT ‘THEY’ WOULD ADMINISTER, JUST AS ROBESPIERRE HAD DONE TO 
THEM.  THEY WOULD FUND FDR’S EMASCULATION OF THE PEASANT MASSES – 
IN A SORT OF POLITICAL-ECONOMIC J-V  BETWEEN THE INSTITUTIONAL JEW 
AND THE INSTITUTIONAL WASP – TO BUILD SOCIAL INFRASTRUCTURES THAT 
WOULD ASSURE A SYSTEMATIC DEVOLUTION OF AMERICA’S MASSES OF ‘FREE 
MEN’ TO CONDENSED ‘STATISTICS’ – PARANORMALLY ORGANIZED AS SOCIAL 
FARMS CONTROLLED BY THEIR SYSTEM’.  THOSE WHO PROPAGATED THE 
ASSEMBLAGE OF BROADER SYSTEMS OF PRODUCTIVITY, ENLARGING ‘THEIR 
POWER AND CONTROL OVER LARGER SYSTEMS OF SOCIAL SUSTENANCE’ 
WOULD BE PERMITTED – TO THE POINT OF THE EMERGENCE OF ANOTHER 
‘SOCIOLOGICAL BLOCK’ – THE AMERICAN ‘MULTI=NATIONAL 
CORPORATION’.  VOILA!  THEY HAD BROUGHT HITLER’S ‘FUNDAMENTAL’ 
GOAL, TO FULL SCOPE:  

DESTROY INDIVIDUAL SOVREIGNTY, REGULATE INTELLIGENCE AND 
PRODUCTIVITY – BUT, BY THEN IT WAS NOT JUST THE JEW, IT WAS AN 
INSTITUTIONAL ‘JEW-WASP’ CREATURE, A SORT OF CHALMER’S THOUGHT-
EXPERIMENT ‘ZOMBIE’ – THAT LEFT THE NON-INSTITUTIONAL JEW IN A 
‘LESSER SOCIOLOGICAL STATE’ – THAT DID NOT TOUCH THE ‘LESSER 
SOCIOLOGICAL CHRISTIAN STATE’ – WHICH THEN BECAME ‘THE SYSTEM’S’ 
NEXT TARGET: THE VATICAN – AN INSTITUTIONAL POWER OF EQUALLY 
GREAT STRENGTH – AND GREATER AT TIMES - AS IS THE ROTHSCHILD-
WARBURG-ETAL INSTITUTIONAL COHESION WITH THE ROCKEFELLER, WASP 
COHESION.  THE INSTITUTIONAL JEW OF EUROPE, AND THE INSTITUTUTIONAL 
WASP OF AMERICA, POST FDR, WERE TO COME FULL CIRCLE FACING 
THEMSELVES AS SCHIZOPHRENIC CREATURES OF A DIFFERENT KIND - ---- 
THAT HITLER CREATED – FACING THE VATICAN – AS GHOSTS  



FULL FACE, VIS A VIS, WITH THE CHURCH OF ROME, HITLER’S NEMESIS –---  WHICH, 
IS WHERE POOR YOU, AND THEY, ARE NOW – FULL FACE AGAINST THE CHURCH OF 
ROME - BUT YOU CAME WITH A ‘KICKER’ – YOU HAVE ISLAM TO USE AGAINST JEWS, 
WASPS AND CATHOLICS.  DON’T YOU LOVE IT?  - IN YOUR DELUSIONS!  YOU DO NOT 
RECOGNIZE THAT YOU ARE THE GREATEST FOOL OF THE ‘GREATER FOOL’ THEORY, 
EVER TO HAVE APPEAR ON A WORLD STAGE - AS YOU ARE TRYING TO BARNSTORM 
TIME’, YOU HAVEN’T EVEN THE INTELLIGENCE OR THE SOCIAL FINESSE, TO BE 
EMABARRASSED BY YOUR SELF.  

BY THE TIME THE  POST WWI AND WWII INSTITUTIONAL JEWS OF EUROPE, ALONG 
WITH FDR THEIR NEW TRUMP CARD, HAD ALL BENEFITED FROM AMERICA’S 
EARLIER ROBBER BARONS, MORGAN, ET AL, THERE WAS A SOLID 
ALLIANCE BETWEEN INSTITUTIONAL JEWS AND WASPS - ‘THEY 
WOULD RE-CREATE THE BANK OF ENGLAND AS A FEDERAL 
RESERVE, UNACCOUNTABLE TO ANYONE – DEMAND 
INDIVIDIUALS TO TURN IN THEIR GOLD HOLDINGS TO ‘FDR’S 
FEUDAL LAWS’ – ON THREAT OF IMPRISONMENT IF VIOLATED – 
THEY WOULD BE ABLE TO DESTROY AMERICA’S NETHER-CLASS – 
THE AMERICAN NEGRO – MODERN HISTORY’S CUSTOM-MADE 
UNDESIRABLE SOCIAL CLASS – THAT EVERY DEMOCRACY NEEDS, 
IN ORDER FOR THERE TO BE AN ILLUSION OF ‘DEMOCRACY AT 
WORK’ – AND, AS PRESCRIBED BY THE PROGRESSIVE MANIFESTO 
WERE TO BE REPLACED ‘IN DUE TIME’ WITH ANOTHER CLASS, 
THE ‘BROWN-SKINNED RACES – STARTING WITH THE HISPANICS 
– TO BE FOLLOWED BY THE NEXT MAJOR GEO-POLITICAL SEA-
CHANGE TO ESCALATE THE PROTOCOL OF OUT-NUMBERING 
TRADITIONAL AMERICAN SOCIETY WITH EVER-EXPANDING 
SOCIO-INTELLECTUALLY INFERIOR BREEDING FARMS TO 
FACILITATE THE FINAL STAGES OF ACHIEVING A TOTALITARIAN REGIME, ENDING 
AMERICA’S DEMOCRATIC SYSTEM, AND COMMENCING STALIN’S HOLODOMOR  IN 
AMERICA, AND HITLER’S  DEATH-CAMP ERA IN AMERICA, COMMENCING WITH FDR’S 
‘WPA’ THAT MADE AMERICA ‘grave ready’‘grave ready’‘grave ready’‘grave ready’  for a ‘shovel and digger’ such as for a ‘shovel and digger’ such as for a ‘shovel and digger’ such as for a ‘shovel and digger’ such as 
you, you, you, you, to bury it – and, whatever rhymes with … ‘reamer’     

THEY CREATED ‘LEGISTLATION TO ACOMPLISH THIS EQUALLY AS EFFICIENTLY AS 
THEY HAD CALCULATED THE DEMISE OF THE AMIERICAN NEGRO: CIVIL RIGHTS 
LEGISTLATION 1964 AND IMMIGRATION REFORM 1965 OPENING PAVING THE WAY 
FOR A 3RD WORLD INDIGENT MIND-CLASS – BORN, PROGRAMMED, TO HATE 
AMERICAN DEMOCRACY – SEEKING A SAFE HAVEN WITH ENTITLEMENETS..                              

 NOTE: THERE WILL BE NO NEED FOR A VOTER CABAL BY THAT TIME – 
HENCE, THE COMMENCEMENT OF ‘YOUR 
CONTRACEPTION GIMMICK’, A PRELIM TO 
WHAT IS TO COME ONCE YOU’VE DESTROYED 
THE CATHOLIC CHURCH.  BUT, WE STILL 
HAVE YET TO FULFILL THE IMMMINENT 
STAGE OF MUSLIM IMMIGRATION TO 
SUPPRESS AND REPLACE THE NEGRO AND 
HISPANIC ROLE IN AMERICA, TO FULFILL 
THE PROTOCOL OF AMERICA’S 



TOTALITARIAN DICTATORSHIP: YOU.   (IF YOU THINK WE DON’T KNOW 
YOUR PROTOCOL, READ ‘TREASON & SHROUD’ FROM BEGINNING TO 
END THROUGH THE ENTIRE SERIES)     

The single geo-political exception to Hitler’s long-range success in emasculating 
The Jew, is the Jew of Israel. Those who migrated to Israel, as émigrés, before and 
soon after the 1948 Balfour Act, who ‘grew Sabras’ – and commenced to resurrect 
the ‘singularly’ greatest indigenous soul of humanity in all of recorded time since 
the Talmud and the Bible’s Old Testament – in which the ‘psycho-spiritous’ 
profile of the ‘authentic Jew/Israelite became the allegory of the story of particle 
physic’s illusive “GUT”. (See Treason & Shroud following chapters). Is it any 
wonder that you want to destroy them; your only existence is defined by ‘their 
existence’ – (figure that out; but you can’t, you haven’t the intelligence to do so) 
– without them, you do not exist. (See T&S chapters on ‘Moses’) and you are 
determined to keep man’s psyche in darkness, so that you may continue to rule 
the earth; the last thing you want is to be ‘exposed’ – and converted from 
gravitation force, that keeps gross matter under control, to be sent back to 
where you came from – where the Electro-Magnetic Force ‘causes’ your 
existence, at ‘its’ discretion.  

The historic Israelite – feared by WASPS and Institutional Jews alike – following 
WWII, who is unlike all other western Jews, who one by one, abandoned and 
genetically dumbed-down the DNA spirit of their heritage, with few exceptions 
(and, there are some, indeed) keeping their ‘Jewishness’ in name only and on 
Yom Kippur, and when – using every rationalization in the book – are 
simultaneously sponsoring Un-American legislation in favor of destroying 
individual liberty – as good Liberals – while simultaneously sponsoring Israel 
and local organizations with massive donations to ‘buy a hedge’ against their 
slippery slope.  

You loathe the Jew, want nothing more than to destroy him - from Israel to Wall 
St. and back – still, the American Jew sponsored you to power, and continues to 
support keeping you there, against Israel’s interests – aligning himself with a 
Communist-Jew Jew-hater, George Soros who betrayed the European Jew during 
WWII. at the sage age of 14, and is still doing the same, being the major sponsor 
of your agenda to destroy America’s Constitutional rights of liberty in the U.S. – 
whose policies have placed Israel in danger of Iranian missile and nuclear 
assault, who have deliberately set off a Muslim militia under the pseudonym of 
“Arab Spring” - surrounding Israel with hostile Shi’a Salafists, while the Midle-
East burns - American Jews sleep in Obama’s bed.   

The exception to the ‘Hitler Emasculation of Jews’ – includes the Canadian Jews 
of ‘institutional wealth’ – some of whom escaped Europe, from Hungary and 
elsewhere – who along with those of Wall St. and The City, and those of financial 
institutions elsewhere, are those who hedge their bets between support of a 
Fascist-American government and support of Israel – a schizophrenic psycho-
social dynamic. Among the Canadian families, the Bronfmans, much later the 



Belzbergs, et al – have been particularly supportive of Israel, but vote the 
Leftist-Fascist-Social-Democrat party line. (who, incidentally, have done their 
best, each to inter-marry - not very successfully, to try to create an American-
Canadian alliance strong enough to attempt to merge into the Rothschild strata, 
which they’ll never achieve – a totally different culture of a totally different 
acculturation – while the Americanized-Rothschild’s too ‘vote the same Fascist 
party-line’.)  

Little by little Wall St. has been torn into pieces like Ivan’s and Milken’s messes, 
to Lehman’s, on and on – until at last Wall St’s public image has once again gone 
WASPish with the great exception of GOLDMAN whose destiny is written and 
final. (Acknowledgments to Ken Brody who knew when to bail Goldman for a 
bigger future, having created a position for himself at Ex-Im Bank out of 
Goldman’s financial construction of Clinton’s election, to the country’s 
destruction - all to the continued destruction of the country and to Goldman’s 
big run in the White House all of the way to Obama, full circle from Rubin’s 
Geithner, to Obama’s mother’s Geithner, back to Obama’s Geithner –  (is it not 
remarkable to observe the Cosmos at work flawlessly seaming power-bases 
among criminals over generations!? – a sort of Penelope’s weave, that seamlessly 
starts, unravels, starts, ad infinitum, to the everlasting tainted wealth of the 
players. And, not to overlook the histories of Solly’s Gufriend (and its Italian 
Louie stint – which was the birthing of the CDO; at least Louie had an 
appreciation for sculpture) – and on and on thru Lazard’s Andre, Disque Deane 
– spawning CPI, picking up the same thread of the same cult, Simon Properties, 
Taubman, O&Y ad infinitum  

Wall St. once lost by the WASP to the Jew, then, again retaken by the WASP 
court, but, there remains, still another Gorgon incarnation to face by the 
American Jews, before another full-mast resurrection, the Episcopalian Church 
has long since asserted its god-head’ on Wall St. from behind the scenes – as the 
head of everything (That old ‘Episcopalian FDR/ROCKEFELLER WASP’ thing 
keeps rearing its head): Have it both ways – all voting against the Constitution, 
hedging their investments on both sides of the margin - at any one’s expense but 
their own – personal and institutional vis a vis  their political maneuverings 
beyond the vote – for as long as voting ‘Leftist-Liberal-Communist’ is a safe-
house against examining motives – and their crony capitalist government block 
is intact, it doesn’t really matter; the vote long ago lost its power in the U.S.  

What is bewildering, is the Jewish-American constituency 
that votes Fascist-Liberal-Leftist and is not a member of The 
Cabal, those poor things in Hollywood who are cajoled into 
believing they have acquired power by bowing to you, a plain 
Thug, who are repulsed by them – but, like their music. 
Without them and unwed-mothers, you would not have been 
in a position to be trying to steal a 2nd term. 



NARCISSISM, SADISM, AND MASOCHISM, IN A HANDFUL OF DESPOTS: DREAMERS, 
SCHEMERS, AND REAMERS: (paraphrasing T. S. Eliot's 1922 poem The Waste Land: 
I will show you something different from either 
Your shadow at morning striding behind you 
Or your shadow at evening rising to meet you;             
I will show you madmen worshipping the dust of their own image on parade,  
 Rising before them at evening and following behind them at morning,  
Each a silhouette of fear marching arrogantly one shadow at a time, pretending sanity.  

 
Left; WWII: THE DREAMERS: 
Hitler dreamed of 1,000 years and he 
got it)                       

 
Above R: THE SCHEMERS: Stalin’s scheme was to invade the U.S. - and, he got it. 

THE REAMERS: Obama’s scheme is to use Mohammed to Ream the U.S., Israel  
    – and the world: WWIII. WILL HE GET IT? 

  
LEFT; CHURC\HILL – BRITIAIN’S DREAMER                                    
RIGHT:  STALIN – SOVIET SCHEMER    
CENTER: FDR – AMERICA’S REAMER - THE 
TURNING POINT OF THE END OF AMERICAN 
DEMOCRACY      
 Go to: Open Letter to Barack Obama Part II 
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